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Vehicles of today are equipped with several driving enhancing systems. The Electronic
Stability Program (ESP) controls the brakes of the vehicle to prevent undesirable vehicle
behavior. The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) prevents the wheels to lock up while
braking hard. Many vehicles are also equipped with advanced All Wheel Drive (AWD)
systems or Limited Slip Diﬀerentials (LSD) allowing for the drive torque to be almost
freely distributed among the wheels. Knowing the coeﬃcient of friction to the road is
extremely beneﬁcial for all of these systems, especially for the AWD and LSD systems
to be able to optimize the control.
In this master thesis a method for estimating the tire/road friction coeﬃcient will be
developed. Focus will be put on Front Wheel Driven (FWD) vehicles equipped with an
electronic Limited Slip Diﬀerential (eLSD). The eLSD in question is a newly launched
product by BorgWarner AB called FXD (Front Cross Diﬀerential). This is an eLSD
based on their well known ﬁfth generation electro hydraulic clutch. Today it’s controlled
by a complex control algorithm to be able to handle several driving situations. It’s
desirable to know the tire/road friction coeﬃcient to improve the control algorithm
further. This is especially important when estimating the torque transfer through the
diﬀerential.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
During the spring of 2013 BorgWarner AB went into production with their new product
called Front Cross Diﬀerential (FXD). This is a brand new electronic Limited Slip Dif-
ferential (eLSD) for front wheel driven cars which uses some of the technology from their
well-known four-wheel-drive systems. Being able to control the applied torque on each
wheel results in increased traction, better cornering performance and improved safety.
The torque control is done by a complex algorithm that uses several signals from the
car. It has been shown that the tuning of this algorithm is diﬀerent depending on tire
stiﬀness and road condition. It is therefore desirable to extend the algorithm to be able
to estimate tire stiﬀness and the tire/road friction coeﬃcient.
1.2 Project goal
The goal of the project is to estimate the tire stiﬀness and the tire/road friction coeﬃ-
cient. The system needs to be fast and robust to be trusted in all conditions. Another
constraint is to make an estimator that relies on signals easily available on the Controller
Area Network (CAN) bus of the vehicle. It’s supposed to work in a normal car and not
only be restricted to testing in cars equipped with advanced technology to measure
signals that are not normally available.
1
21.3 Volkswagen Golf GTi Mk7
The latest Golf GTi from Volkswagen is equipped with the FXD. All driving data used
in this work have been collected with this kind of car. Borg Warner has one of these
cars in Landskrona that has been driven to collect data. The car at Borg Warner is
equipped with Volkswagen’s DSG transmission which is an automatic transmission with
the options to shift gear manually with paddles at the steering wheel. Whenever a car
is referred to in the report, it is this Golf GTi, if nothing else is explicitly stated.
Figure 1.1: Golf GTi Mk7 equipped with FXD.
Chapter 2
Theory
Before describing the work on friction estimation it is important to have some knowl-
edge within vehicle dynamics, including basic knowledge on how tires and also diﬀerent
diﬀerentials work. The following chapter tries to describe this so that the reader has the
right basic knowledge needed.
2.1 Vehicle dynamics and models
When looking at vehicle dynamics, there are many variables of interest. Some of these
includes the vehicles yaw rate, and the velocity and force generated in both lateral
and longitudinal direction. Some variables can be measured directly and some of them
need to be calculated or modeled. The characteristics of a vehicle is very complex and
the exact behavior of a car is therefore impossible to model in every situation. There
exist many diﬀerent vehicle models that try to describe the characteristics of a car as
adequately as possible. All the calculations for these models are to be done on a vehicles
on board computer, which means that the model has to be simple enough to not reach
the computer’s limited computing capacity.
2.1.1 The bicycle model
The bicycle model [1] is a rather simple model that can be used to describe vehicle
dynamics when turning, i.e. when we have a yaw rate and lateral forces that are aﬀecting
the vehicle. The model’s major simpliﬁcations are that the mass of the vehicle is seen
as one center of gravity point and that the two front wheels and the two rear wheels are
combined into one wheel respectively as can be seen in Figure 2.1. These simpliﬁcations
means that there is no diﬀerence in forces on the two sides, i.e. there will be no roll
3
4eﬀect to the outside wheel when turning in a corner. There is also an assumption made
that there will be no pitch eﬀect on the vehicle, which means that there is no suspension
system that is eﬀecting it. The model also assumes that there is no driving torque
generated to the wheels, and therefore only lateral forces on the vehicle.
For most cornering situations, these assumptions work ﬁne, and the model gives a good
idea on how diﬀerent parameters are aﬀected. Despite this, one has to bear in mind that
these assumptions could result in rather large errors during certain driving situations.
Figure 2.1: Bicycle Model. [2]
The total lateral force acting on the vehicle will depend on the combined forces that the
front and rear tires contribute. By using Newtons second law of physics, Fy = m · ay,
the total lateral force acting on the vehicle will be:
Fy = m · ay = FyR + cos(δ) · FyF + sin(δ) · FxF (2.1)
where m denotes the vehicle mass and δ is the front wheel steering angle. The acceler-
ation in the center of gravity can be described as:
ay = v˙y +
Fc
m
(2.2)
5where v˙y is the actual change of velocity in lateral direction and the centripetal force in
the center of gravity, Fc, depends on the yaw rate:
ψ˙ =
vx
R
(2.3)
Fc =
m · v2x
R
= mvx · ψ˙ (2.4)
where R is the radius of the turn and vx the velocity in the direction that the vehicle is
pointing. By combining Equations 2.2 & 2.4, the acceleration can be described as:
ay = v˙y + vx · ψ˙ (2.5)
When combining Equations 2.5 & 2.1 the three diﬀerent lateral force components that
are eﬀecting the vehicle interact as:
FyR + cos(δ) · FyF + sin(δ) · FxF = m · (v˙y + vx · ψ˙) (2.6)
If taken one step further, the lateral force components can describe the torque created
around the z-axis in the center of gravity:
Mz = Iz · ψ¨ = a · (cos(δ) · FyF + sin(δ) · FxF )− b · FyR (2.7)
where a and b are the lever lengths from the center of gravity to the front respective the
rear axle and ψ¨ the yaw acceleration.
When looking at the bicycle model, the assumption is that the longitudinal force is
negligible. This means, as mentioned earlier, that the lateral force will almost only
depend on the tire slip angle created by the front-wheel steering angle and the angle to
the direction the front wheel is heading towards. When assuming this model with only
two wheels, the slip angles for the front respective rear tire will be:
αF = −arctan(vy + ψ˙ · a
vx
) + δ (2.8)
αR = −arctan(vy − ψ˙ · b
vx
) (2.9)
This angle is deﬁned to be the angle between the direction of the tire and the direction of
the velocity of the wheel. A number of interpretations can be made from these formulas.
One is that the steering angle only directly inﬂuences the slip angles of the front wheels.
Another is that if the numerator in Equation 2.8 goes to zero, which means that the
lateral velocity plus the yaw rate is zero, the slip angle of the front wheel is equal to
the front-wheel steering angle. This means that the vehicle is gliding straight forward
6regardless of the steering angle. Another conclusion is that if ψ˙ · b is larger than vy, in
Equation 2.9, the numerator will become less than zero and the slip angle of the rear
wheel will move to the other side on the x-axis. This happens when a vehicle takes
a corner more aggressively, which means higher longitudinal velocity compared to the
radius of the corner, leading to higher yaw rate as can be seen earlier in Equation 2.3.
The lateral forces acting on the front and rear wheels can also be described as:
FyF = 2CFαF (2.10)
FyR = 2CRαR (2.11)
where CF and CR are the cornering stiﬀness coeﬃcients for the front and the rear tire,
respectively. The above calculations are taken from [3].
A steering response, B, can be deﬁned from these two forces [2]:
B = FyR − FyF (2.12)
If B is 0, we have equal amount of lateral force distributed on the front and the rear
wheels respectively. Theoretically, this means that with a constant steering angle, the
radius of the corner will be the same for all velocities. With B < 0, a smaller steering
angle is needed to keep the same cornering. If B > 0 on the other hand, the steering
will have to be greater to keep the same radius of the corner. This is one way of deﬁning
the so called over- and understeer phenomena. A slight understeer is usually desired for
commercially available cars because handling of the vehicle becomes easier and the risk
of skidding is reduced.
2.1.2 Two track vehicle model
The bicycle model described earlier is a simpliﬁed vehicle model that only captures the
main characteristics well in most situations. The fact that it is modeled by only one
wheel per axis means that the forces on the two wheels on the same axis will be modeled
exactly the same. In reality, there will of course exist factors that aﬀect the two wheels
diﬀerently, e.g. when cornering, the normal force will be transfered from the inner to
the outer wheel. If a car uses an FXD, the active diﬀerential will in certain situations
transfer torque from one shaft to the other. The eﬀect that the FXD contributes with
will be described further on in a later section of the paper. A model that is slightly more
complicated than the bicycle model and tries to capture these lateral diﬀerences, is the
two track model seen in Equation 2.2.
7Figure 2.2: Forces acting on the vehicle with a two track model.
A couple of assumptions are made in this report when considering the two track model.
There will never be a steering angle on the rear wheels and also the steering angle of
the two front wheels are considered to be identical. Cars that are using an FXD are
exclusively front wheel driven, and therefore the rear wheels will never contribute with
positive forces.
2.1.3 Normal forces
The longitudinal and lateral forces generated by a tire are dependent on the normal
force acting on the tire. It is therefore interesting to know how large normal force that’s
acting on each tire.
2.1.3.1 Lateral load transfer
Without any lateral acceleration, the normal forces on the right and left hand side of
the vehicle, as seen in Figure 2.3, can be described as:
FzL + FzR = mg (2.13)
With lateral acceleration aﬀecting the vehicle, a torque will occur that changes the
normal forces on the two sides:
FzR =
mg
2
+
m · ay · CGH
Tw
FzL =
mg
2
− m · ay · CGH
Tw
(2.14)
8Figure 2.3: Normal force on the vehicle seen from the front.
where Tw is the track width (distance between the left and right wheels), ay is the lateral
acceleration and CGH is the height from the ground to the center of gravity. The torque
that is an eﬀect of the lateral acceleration in Equation 2.14, does not take into account
that the center of gravity height will change during driving.
Using Equation 2.14 will result in a large stationary error because the unsprung mass
isn’t considered. The unsprung mass is the weight of the wheel, the wheel carrier and
half the suspension weight. This mass won’t be a part of the load transfer because it’s
ﬁxed relative to the ground. In other words, this mass can’t aﬀect the normal force
acting on the other three wheels. The corrected equations become:
FzR =
(msprung +munsprung) · g
2
+
msprung · ay · CGH
Tw
FzL =
(msprung +munsprung) · g
2
− msprung · ay · CGH
Tw
(2.15)
2.1.3.2 Longitudinal load transfer
The normal forces on the front and rear for a vehicle without any acceleration, as seen
in Figure 2.4, is simply the gravitational force acting on the vehicle:
FzF + FzR = mg (2.16)
Note that FzR denotes the normal force of the rear and not the right hand side like
in the previous section. With longitudinal acceleration, the normal forces on the front
9Figure 2.4: Normal force on the vehicle seen from the side.
respectively the rear will change:
FzF = mg · lf
lf + lr
− m · ax · CGH
lf + lr
FzR = mg · lr
lf + lr
+
m · ax · CGH
lf + lr
(2.17)
where lf and lr are the distances from the front and rear axles to the center of gravity,
respectively. As can be seen in Equation 2.17, the normal force on the front axle will
decrease with a positive longitudinal acceleration. This is a negative eﬀect for Front
Wheel Driven (FWD) vehicles.
The unsprung mass will aﬀect the longitudinal load transfer in the same way as it aﬀected
the lateral load transfer. The modiﬁed equations thus become:
FzF = (msprung +munsprung) · g · lf
lf + lr
− msprung · ax · CGH
lf + lr
FzR = (msprung +munsprung) · g · lr
lf + lr
+
msprung · ax · CGH
lf + lr
(2.18)
2.1.3.3 Longitudinal and lateral load transfer combined
To be able to determine the normal forces acting on a single wheel the longitudinal and
lateral load transfer need to be combined since both of them aﬀect each wheel in some
way. By calculating how many percent of the total normal force that’s acting on the left
side and how many percent of the total normal force that’s acting on the front axle and
then multiplying these factors with the amount of the total normal force acting on the
10
front left wheel will be given in percent.
%FzFrontLeft = %FzFront ·%FzLeft (2.19)
FzFrontLeft = %FzFrontLeft · (msprung +munsprung) · g (2.20)
The same analogy is true for the other three wheels.
2.2 Tire dynamics
A gas-inﬂated tire that is non loaded will have a radius called unloaded radius. When
a tire is loaded, and therefore have a normal force acting on it from the road, it will
deform against the road creating a contact area. The contact area is proportional to
the load, where more load gives a larger contact area. The deformation of the tire will
lead to a shorter distance between the center of the tire and the road, this is denoted
the loaded radius.
A loaded tire’s contact area against the road can be divided into two parts; adhesion
area and sliding area (Figure 2.5). The adhesion area is the part of the contact area
that’s said to adhere to the road, which means that this part hasn’t reached the friction
limit yet, but it can still handle more force without sliding. The sliding area is the
area that has reached the friction limit and thus has begun sliding. How this area is
divided depends on a number of factors but it can basically be divided into two cases,
longitudinal forces and lateral forces which will be explained further on.
Figure 2.5: Adhesion area and sliding area of a tire. [4]
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2.2.1 Longitudinal forces
Rotating the tire will result in compression of the tire where it hits the road and expan-
sion where it leaves the road. The tire itself has a dampening eﬀect meaning that all
energy used to compress the tire won’t be recovered when it expands again. This loss
in force is called rolling resistance, Frr. Frr is often modeled as being proportional to
Fz with the proportionality constant f (Equation 2.21). A typical value of f is 0.015
for passenger cars [3]. The compression and expansion of the tire will also move the
normal force acting on the tire in front of the center line (Figure 2.6) when the tire is
rolling. The moved normal force will result in a third radius of the tire, the eﬀective
rolling radius. This is the radius related to the actual linear longitudinal velocity of the
rolling tire and it is longer than the loaded radius but shorter than the unloaded radius.
Frr = fFz (2.21)
Applying torque on the tire will generate longitudinal force moving the tire forwards or
Figure 2.6: Normal force acting on the tire. [3]
backwards. Doing so will always generate a longitudinal slip, called slip ratio. This is a
ratio of the diﬀerence between the angular velocity of the tire and the angular velocity
of the corresponding undriven wheel. The slip ratio is deﬁned as:
κ =
Reω − Vx
Vx
(2.22)
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where Vx is the undriven wheel speed and Reω is the angular velocity of the driving
wheel. This leads to the following slip ratio relationships:
Locked : ω = 0 ⇒ κ = −1 (2.23)
Free rolling : ω =
V
Re
⇒ κ = 0 (2.24)
Spinning : ω = 2
V
Re
⇒ κ = 1 (2.25)
The amount of slip will be one of the factors that decide the ratio between adhesion area
and slip area for the tire’s contact area. The more slip the bigger slip area. The slip area
will grow with the slip from the backside of the contact area. When the sliding area is
as big as the contact full tire spin occurs. When braking the sliding area will grow from
the front and be as big as the contact area when the tire is completely locked. With the
same analogy the adhesion area will be as big as the contact area when the tire is free
rolling.
The maximum longitudinal force that can be generated is proportional to the normal
force with the friction coeﬃcient, μ, as proportionality constant:
Fx,max = μFz (2.26)
The generated longitudinal force depends on the longitudinal slip ratio. In Figure 2.7
the force slip ratio curves for diﬀerent road conditions can be seen. The longitudinal
force is normalized against the normal force and hence it’s the friction coeﬃcient shown
on the y-axis. By looking at the graph the characteristics of a tires longitudinal force
generation can be seen. For low slip ratios the force curve is linear, at a speciﬁc slip
ratio a maximum is reached and after that it slowly decays. Diﬀerent road conditions
have diﬀerent coeﬃcients of friction which is reﬂected by the maximum values for the
diﬀerent curves.
2.2.2 Lateral forces
Lateral forces will be generated when the vehicle is turning, or more speciﬁcally when
there is a diﬀerence in the angles of the front tires relative to the angle of the vehicle.
When turned, the tire won’t travel in the direction of its orientation and there will be a
slip between the tires orientation and the velocity vector. This lateral slip is called slip
angle since it can be expressed as an angle.
As can be seen in Figure 2.8 the lateral force is proportional to the slip angle for small slip
angles. For larger slip angles the lateral force converges. In diﬀerence to the longitudinal
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Figure 2.7: Friction coeﬃcient as a function of slip ratio for a tire. [5]
force the lateral force won’t decrease for very large slip angles. This doesn’t mean that
max steering wheel angle always generates maximum lateral force. In many situations
a too large steering wheel angle will over turn the wheel and start decreasing the slip
angle hence generating less lateral force.
Figure 2.8: Lateral force as a function of slip angle for a tire. The self aligning torque
can also be seen. [6]
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The slip angle is another factor that will decide the ratio between adhesion area and
sliding area. When the slip angle is large enough the whole contact area will be in the
sliding region, hence the maximum lateral force is generated.
In Figure 2.8 the self-aligning torque can also be seen. This is a force generated due to
the uneven force distribution over the tires contact area when it’s turned. This force
increases fast for small slip angles and is the counter force felt in the steering wheel when
turning. At a certain point it drops again and this is the locking feeling that’s felt in
the steering wheel when turning sharp enough.
2.2.3 Combined slip
Since the longitudinal and lateral forces depends on slip ratio and slip angle it’s necessary
to combine these slips to be able to combine the forces. The total force in any direction
can never exceed the normal force times the friction coeﬃcient:
Ftotal ≤ μFz (2.27)
The total force can be expressed as:
Ftotal =
√
F 2x + F
2
y (2.28)
Figure 2.9 describes these relations well. It has also been mentioned that both slip ratio
Figure 2.9: Longitudinal force and slip ratio on the x-axis and lateral force and slip
angle on the y-axis. These forces combined can not exceed the circle (Equation 2.28)
that is the total force expressed as Equation 2.27. [7]
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and slip angle aﬀects the ratio between adhesion area and sliding area. In analogy with
Figure 2.9 the sliding areas generated by slip ratio and slip angle will be combined.
2.2.4 Tire stiﬀness
There are many parameters that need to be known about the vehicle in order to estimate
the friction well. One parameter that is not known (unless speciﬁed) is the stiﬀness of
the tires. A tire has two speciﬁed stiﬀnesses, longitudinal and lateral stiﬀness. The
longitudinal stiﬀness describes how much a tire will deform while being loaded longitu-
dinally, for example when accelerating or braking. The vertical stiﬀness describes how
the tire deforms while being loaded vertically, for example when turning.
The tire stiﬀness is a very important parameter to describe how much force a tire can
generate. The force generated from the ground through the tires can, in the linear
region, be described as a function of the tire stiﬀness and the slip ratio. Hence, force
generated per slip ratio is proportional to the tire stiﬀness. Longitudinal and lateral
force as functions of stiﬀness and slip ratio in the linear region are desribed by:
Fx = Cx · κ (2.29)
Fy = Cα · α (2.30)
Once again it should be stressed that this is only valid in the linear region of the force
per slip ratio curves. Thus, the theoretical deﬁnition of the tire stiﬀness is the gradient
of the force per slip ratio around the origin.
Diﬀerent tires can have very diﬀerent tire stiﬀness, which of course will have a great
impact on the tires performance. Winter tires are less stiﬀ due to a softer rubber
compound. Generally, this also means that snow tires reach their maximum generated
force at a larger slip ratio than summer tires. In the same way an extra stiﬀ racing tire
will reach its maximum force at a smaller slip ratio. The tire stiﬀness should not have
to be set beforehand (meaning that the driver would have to specify if he/she changes
tires) and therefore need to be estimated for an accurate friction estimation.
2.3 Tire models
There are several models to describe a tire mathematically. These models can be divided
into four categories, empirical models, semi-empirical models, simple physical models
and complex physical models.
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Empirical models describe tire characteristics that are acquired from measurements of
the tire. To ﬁt the curve according to measured data the parameters are assessed with
methods like regression. A well-known empirical model is the Magic Formula [7]. This
model provides good ﬁt for Fx, Fy and Mz curves and have coeﬃcients which are easy
to interpret.
Semi-empirical models can use a similarity method, which means that some calculations
are replaced by known or measured data. By distorting, rescaling and multiplying the
result, new relationships are acquired which can describe the tire in diﬀerent situations.
For example one can observe that that the pure slip ratio curves shape doesn’t change
much [7] when the tire runs on diﬀerent conditions. By shifting the nominal curve these
conditions can be described.
The physical models are purely analytical and aims to describe the tire with the help of its
physical characteristics. A simple physical model uses simple mechanical representation
and can be calculated fairly easy by hand. This often results in pretty poor accuracy
but sometimes that’s enough. To get better accuracy a more complex model can be set
up and simulated in a computer using aids like the ﬁnite element method.
In Figure 2.10 some modeling characteristics and how they behave depending on category
can be seen.
2.3.1 Brush model
The brush model is a highly used simple physical model. The idea is to model the tire
surface as a row of elastic bristles which deﬂect in diﬀerent directions depending on how
the tire is loaded. This model is illustrated to the left in Figure 2.11.
For pure side slip ratio the bristles will deﬂect in the direction of the y-axis, which can
be seen at the top right in Figure 2.11. In the same ﬁgure pure brake slip ratio can
be seen, that is when the bristles deﬂect in the direction of the x-axis. Finally at the
bottom right of this ﬁgure combined slip is illustrated.
In Figure 2.12 it can be seen how diﬀerent slip angles aﬀect the tire. Small slip angles
gives a large adhesion area (ﬂat part) and a small sliding area (curved part). As the slip
angle increases a larger number of bristles reach their maximum deﬂection, hence in-
creasing the sliding area. At a certain slip angle all bristles have reached their maximum
deﬂection and this results in full sliding.
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Figure 2.10: Four categories of possible types of approach to develop a tire model.
[7]
The longitudinal force described by the Brush model [7]:
Fx =
Cx(
κ
1+κ)
f
F (2.31)
where:
F =
⎧⎨
⎩f −
1
3μFz
f2 + 1
27μ2F 2z
f3, if f ≤ 3μFz
μFz, otherwise
(2.32)
and:
f = Cx
κ
1 + κ
(2.33)
2.3.2 The Magic Formula tire model
The Magic formula is a series of tire design models developed by H. Pacejka [7] in
collaboration with Volvo. The formula is a well known empirical model which has been
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Figure 2.11: The brush tire model. [7]
Figure 2.12: The brush tire model. [7]
given its name due to no physical basis for the structure of the equation. It models
the fact that diﬀerent tires have various characteristics which inﬂuence the ﬁnal force
generated from the contact patch to the ground. The formula is very complex, where
numerous parameters for each tire can be used to calculate lateral and longitudinal forces
and also self-aligning torque depending on the slip angle or slip ratio. In this report,
the Magic formula is kept fairly simple to show the idea behind the model, rather than
getting a profound understanding behind the development of the model.
The formula is deﬁned as:
y = Dsin[CarctanBx− E(Bx− arctanBx)] (2.34)
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Figure 2.13: The Magic formula paramaters and its inﬂuence. [7]
where the four ﬁxed constants are:
• B is the stiﬀness factor.
• C is the shape factor.
• D is the peak factor.
• E is the curvature factor.
y is the output, either lateral or longitudinal force, dependent on x which is either slip
angle, α, or slip ratio, κ. The input and output can be aﬀected by an oﬀset, SV and
SH , so the curve doesn’t pass through the origin.
Y (X) = y(x) + SV (2.35)
x = X + SH (2.36)
The stiﬀness factor, B, depends on the cornering stiﬀness, CFα:
B =
CFα
CD
(2.37)
CFα = c1sin(2arctan(
Fz
c2
)) (2.38)
where c1 and c2 is the maximum cornering stiﬀness and the load at maximum cornering
stiﬀness, respectively.
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D is the maximum lateral or longitudinal force:
D = μFz (2.39)
The shape and curvature factors can be described as:
C = 1± (1− 2
π
arcsin
ya
D
) (2.40)
E =
Bxm − tan π
2C
Bxm − arctan(Bxm) (2.41)
where xm is the distance on x-axis from x0 to the peak of the curve and ya is the distance
on the y-axis from y0 to the level where the curve converges.
All of these parameters and how they inﬂuence the curve can be seen in Figure 2.13.
2.3.3 Dugoﬀ tire model
The longitudinal force described by the Dugoﬀ tire model [8] is deﬁned as:
Fx = fi · Cx · κ
1− κ (2.42)
where:
fi =
⎧⎨
⎩λ · (2− λ), if λ < 11, otherwise (2.43)
and:
λ = μ · Fz · (1− κ)
2 · Cx · κ (2.44)
The model depends on four parameters; the slip ratio, the longitudinal tire stiﬀness, the
normal force and the tire/road friction coeﬃcient. Assuming that the slip ratio is the
only dynamic parameter during driving, means that λ will be smaller than 1 when the
slip ratio is small enough. When fi = 1 the force will only depend on the longitudinal
tire stiﬀness and the slip ratio, meaning that the friction coeﬃcient and normal force
has no impact.
2.3.4 The BW tire model
This tire model is developed by Ola Nockhammar at BorgWarner TorqTransfer Systems
AB in Landskrona. It’s more complex than the Brush and Dugoﬀ model but still simple
to use. Instead of just having the tire stiﬀness as a parameter to alter the behavior of
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a tire, a second parameter, ξ, is introduced. ξ will alter the inclination of the force per
slip ratio curve. This results in a tire model with two degrees of freedom instead of just
one like the Brush and Dugoﬀ models. A higher degree of freedom makes it easier to
adjust the model for diﬀerent kinds of tires which is a great advantage.
Due to conﬁdential reasons this model can’t be explained in any greater detail.
2.4 Diﬀerentials
When driving along a straight line on a road with equal friction for all wheels, both driven
wheels will have equal torque and velocity. In this situation a diﬀerential wouldn’t even
be necessary. The diﬀerential is needed when the vehicle is cornering. In this situation
the diﬀerent wheels will have diﬀerent turning radii, thus requiring diﬀerent angular
velocities. This is the general idea behind a diﬀerential, to be able to have diﬀerent
angular velocities of the driven wheels. Without a diﬀerential it would be very hard to
turn the vehicle, especially at low velocities, since equal speed of the wheels prevents
the rotating movement happening while turning.
2.4.1 Open diﬀerential
The open diﬀerential is the classic diﬀerential used in most cars today. With an open
diﬀerential, the torque will always be evenly distributed to the two driving wheels. One
wheel can not have higher torque than the other wheel but they can have diﬀerent
angular velocities. This behavior is directly related to the mechanical construction of
the open diﬀerential which can be seen in Figure 2.14.
The angular velocities of the two side gears and the crown wheel can be described as:
ωr =
ω1 + ω2
2
(2.45)
2.4.2 Problems with the open diﬀerential
A situation that creates a problem for a vehicle with an open diﬀerential, is when one
driven wheel has signiﬁcant lower friction to the ground than the other. The wheel with
low friction can only handle relatively low torque before it starts spinning. This means
that the torque applied to the two drive shafts will be restricted by the wheel with the
lowest friction to the ground due to the torque splitting nature of the open diﬀerential.
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Figure 2.14: The open diﬀerential. To the left is the case of equal wheel speeds, to
the right is one wheel completely stationary while the other wheel still rotates. [9]
This will in turn reduce the traction of the vehicle. Two possible scenarios for when the
friction force to the ground might diﬀer between the driven wheels are when the road
is partly covered in ice and when cornering at high velocities which will make the inner
wheel lift from the ground.
When driving on a split-μ (diﬀerent friction coeﬃcients for the driven wheels) surface,
the wheel on the low friction area will easily reach maximum force before it starts to
spin. The force it can transfer to the ground will thus be the restricted which in turn
will restrict the torque applied on the other wheel. The result of all this is that even
though only one wheel has bad grip to the ground the traction is still greatly reduced.
The other scenario, when cornering at a high velocity leading to the inner wheel lifting,
will give the same eﬀect. The normal force acting on the inner wheel will be reduced
when it lifts. This will reduce the force that can be transfered to the ground which
will reduce the amount of torque that can be applied to the drive shafts. In a worst-
case scenario the inner wheel has lost contact to the ground completely reducing the
transfered force to the ground to zero. The only torque applied is to spin the wheel
and this is almost no torque at all compared to the torque used to propel the vehicle.
The propulsive power will be zero and the vehicle will lose velocity. After a while the
inner wheel will touch the ground again and some force will be transfered only to lift
the wheel up again. This will get the vehicle stuck oscillating around this ineﬃcient
boundary wasting lots of power.
A solution for these two diﬀerent scenarios would be to lock the two drive shafts together.
This would keep torque applied to the outer wheel even when the inner wheel loses grip,
but the fundamental idea of the diﬀerential would be lost. That is, the possibility of
a speed diﬀerence between the two drive shafts. This would also aﬀect the steering
behavior in several bad ways, especially at lower velocities. Hence it would be very
beneﬁcial to be able to lock the drive shafts together in certain situations. It would be
even more beneﬁcial if they were coupled with a device where some slip were allowed
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between the shafts, making it possible to control the amount of torque transfered from
one shaft to the other.
2.4.3 Limited slip diﬀerential
The idea of a Limited Slip Diﬀerential (LSD) is not to apply more torque to a wheel
than it can transfer to the ground. This means that the torque splitting nature of an
open diﬀerential needs to be countered. Take the sharp turn example from above. The
lateral forces of the vehicle will lift the inner wheel from the ground which will result in
less traction. With an LSD the torque distribution can be managed so that more torque
is applied on the outer wheel. The vehicle will gain more traction when cornering with
an LSD than with an open diﬀerential. The same eﬀect is applied when driving on a
split-μ surface. Torque is transfered from the wheel with lower friction to the ground to
the wheel with higher friction to the ground to increase the traction.
There are diﬀerent types of LSDs, they can be divided in two main categories, passive
and active LSDs. Passive LSDs are designed in such a way that they do the torque
distribution without any required activity from the outside. The Torsen diﬀerential is
a brilliant example of a passive diﬀerential. A complex set of worm gears and spur
gears results in a diﬀerential that does the torque distribution by itself when needed.
Passive diﬀerentials require little eﬀort to use but the properties of the diﬀerential can’t
be changed in any way. Active diﬀerentials are controlled from the outside. The amount
of torque transfered from one shaft to the other can be freely controlled and this gives
much more power over the vehicles behavior.
2.4.4 FXD
The FXD is an electronic Limited Slip Diﬀerential made by BorgWarner AB for FWD
cars. It uses the same clutch technology as their four wheel drive systems. Instead of
using the clutch to transfer torque between front and rear it’s used to transfer torque
between the left and right front wheels. The fact that the clutch is actuated from
the outside is what makes the FXD an active limited slip diﬀerential where the torque
transfered between the wheels is freely controlled.
2.4.4.1 The clutch
The clutch is based on BorgWarner’s Gen5 electro-hydraulic clutch. It’s engaged by
building a hydraulic pressure forcing the clutch plates together resulting in a torque
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transfer. The pressure is built up by a hydraulic pump operated by an electric DC
motor. The quick and exact control nature of the DC motor results in the clutch being
very accurate. The amount of torque transfered through the clutch is easily managed
with a rather simple electric signal and above all changed can be made very quickly.
This is positive when used in cars because things happen very fast.
2.4.4.2 The diﬀerential
The diﬀerential is basically an open diﬀerential but with one major diﬀerence, the electro-
hydraulic clutch. The clutch is installed in a way that makes it possible to couple one
of the drive shafts together with the diﬀerential housing. This gives the possibility to
transfer torque from one shaft to the other in certain situations. One of these situations
is when one wheel has less grip than the other wheel and torque can then be transfered
to the wheel with the most grip. When cornering hard or driving on a split-μ surface
the clutch will be engaged allowing for the torque distribution to be altered.
2.4.4.3 Control algorithm
It’s been stated that the FXD itself is very easy to control but to get any real function
from it, it needs to be controlled in a smart way. The algorithm controlling the FXD is
complex and powerful. It uses several measured signals from the vehicle which it receives
via the CAN bus to calculate the best possible amount of torque to transfer at any time
while driving.
2.4.4.4 Beneﬁts of the FXD
The most obvious beneﬁt of being able to distribute torque freely between the driven
wheels is used in several ways to create even more beneﬁts. The overall traction of the
vehicle when cornering or running on split-μ surface is improved to begin with. Since
it’s an active LSD it’s much easier to avoid heavy under steer compared to passive LSDs
where the locking torque can’t be controlled at any given moment. It’s a lightweight
alternative compared to All Wheel Drive (AWD) to improve traction performance and
it can prevent torque steer.
A major safety beneﬁt is the yaw damping feature. Being able to lock the driven
wheels together in an avoidance maneuver will make the vehicle less likely to spin out
of control since the locked wheels will prevent the vehicle from rotating around its own
axle. Another beneﬁt to safety is the fact that it’s an active LSD. This means that
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torque transfer can cease immediately in favor of the Anti-lock Breaking System (ABS)
and ESP systems when needed. When this need to happen really fast the DC motor
operating the hydraulic pump is short circuited which will make it stop instantaneously
releasing all pressure on the clutch.
Chapter 3
Friction
This chapter will describe friction in a more detailed manner; what it is and how it
aﬀects a vehicle.
3.1 What is friction?
Friction is the force that resists one element of material sliding against another. There
are several types of friction, one of them is dry friction which resists relative lateral
motion of two solid surfaces in contact. Hence dry friction is the force that one must
overcome to pull a box along a ﬂoor. Dry friction is the friction that’s important for this
work. Further on, dry friction can be divided in two, static friction and kinetic friction.
Coulomb friction is a model used to approximate dry friction. It’s expressed as:
Ff ≤ μFn (3.1)
where:
• Ff is the frictional force which is parallel to the surface and has a direction opposed
the applied net force.
• μ is the coeﬃcient of friction, diﬀerent for diﬀerent surfaces.
• Fn is the normal force exerted by each surface on the other.
This model provides a threshold for how much side force that can be applied before an
object starts to move laterally. As long as the side force is less than or equal to the
normal force multiplied by the coeﬃcient of friction an equal amount of friction force
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will be generated in the opposite direction, thus preventing the object from moving.
How much force that is needed to move an object along a surface is thus decided by two
factors; the normal force acting on the object and the coeﬃcient of friction between the
two surfaces. When the applied side force gets larger than this threshold the object will
start to move, hence leaving the static friction region and entering the kinetic friction
region. The maximum side force that can be applied before an object starts moving is
known as traction which is a common term when dealing with vehicles. It’s simply how
much longitudinal/lateral force a tire can handle before it loses the grip to the road and
starts sliding.
The coeﬃcient of friction for static friction is denoted as μs and the one for kinetic
friction as μk. Generally the kinetic coeﬃcient of friction is lower than the static one.
This means that the side force needed to make an object move is larger than the force
needed to keep it sliding. The friction coeﬃcient between two materials needs to be
determined empirically and it cannot be calculated.
3.2 Tire/road friction
Tire/road friction is, as the name suggests, the friction between tire and road. Normally
the tire road friction coeﬃcient is within the range 0.1 - 1, 0.1 for bad tires on ice and
1 for good tires on dry asphalt. Rewriting Equation 3.1 gives:
Ff
Fn
≤ μ (3.2)
Having it on this form makes it easier to understand what a certain coeﬃcient of friction
really means for the vehicle. Having a coeﬃcient of friction equal to 1 means that the
force of friction can be as large as the normal force acting on the tire. This also means
that the force of friction for all tires can be as large as the normal force acting on the
whole vehicle. Let’s have an example. A vehicle has a mass of 1 300 kg. Let’s assume
that it’s driving at a completely horizontal asphalt road with a coeﬃcient of friction
equal to 1. Since the road is horizontal the normal force acting on the vehicle can be
expressed as:
Fn = mg → Fn = 12766N (3.3)
Having a coeﬃcient of friction equal to 1 means that the force friction can be equal to
the normal force without the vehicle loosing grip. Thus, 12766 N of force can be used to
accelerate the vehicle or 12766 N of force can be generated while cornering or braking
without the vehicle loosing grip. Cornering and accelerating can be done at the same
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time, as long as the total amount of force the tires need to handle won’t rise above 12766
N .
The example above is extremely simpliﬁed and there are lots of other factors coming
into play when a vehicle is accelerating of cornering but it still gives a good idea about
the properties of tire/road friction. A coeﬃcient of friction equal to 1 means that a
force of friction equal to 100 % of the normal force can be generate and a coeﬃcient of
friction equal to 0.1 means that a force of friction equal to 10 % of the normal force can
be generated.
The example also illustrates another important point. A vehicle can never accelerate
faster or corner harder than 1 G (9.82m/s2), unless some kind of downforce is generated.
3.3 Downforce
Downforce is a downward force generated by the aerodynamics of a vehicle. The idea
is to increase the normal force acting on the vehicle and by doing that more force of
friction can be generated resulting in better grip. It’s important to understand that the
increased force of friction isn’t due to a higher coeﬃcient of friction, it’s still the same.
The increased grip comes purely from an increased normal force.
Chapter 4
Friction estimation method
This chapter will describe the chosen method that has been used to estimate the
tire/road friction. Diﬀerent approaches are weighted where a great deal of eﬀort has
been put on dealing with the fact that the method should work well in a practical
manner, rather than only during simulations.
4.1 Approach
The main idea for how to estimate friction is the following. Two models describing the
vehicle forces and the tire forces are used. First, all signals for the vehicle model and
all signals for the tire model except the tire/road friction coeﬃcient are derived. Next,
the tire model is ﬁtted to the vehicle model with recursive least square ﬁtting, using
the tire/road friction coeﬃcient as ﬁtting parameter, which will give an estimate of the
tire/road friction coeﬃcient. Finally, the estimated tire/road friction coeﬃcient is fed
back to the tire model to update the system. A ﬂow chart of this method can be seen in
Figure 4.1 This method with the two diﬀerent models work because the forces generated
by the tires should be equal to the total force acting on the vehicle.
One of the ﬁrst parts of method includes calculations of the forces acting on the vehicle
by using a vehicle model. This is for example done by using measured signals and
calculated parameters such as wheel speed, yaw rate and acceleration but it can be
done in other ways as well. Two diﬀerent models that describe the vehicle force will be
presented in this work.
Another part is to calculate the forces generated by the tires through a tire model. Such
a model often depends on the tire stiﬀness, the tires slip ratio, the normal force acting
on the tire and the road friction coeﬃcient. Several tire models exist today and in this
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Figure 4.1: Simpliﬁed ﬂow chart of the friction estimator.
work four of them are considered. One of them is ruled out almost immediately, two of
them are ruled out after some more examination and the fourth is the one that is used.
More on this later on.
Recursive least square (RLS) ﬁtting is a well known ﬁtting method with fast convergence
and good features such as forgetting factor. This method will be explained in detail as
well.
4.1.1 Practical restrictions and problems
The idea presented above might sound like a very simple solution but there are several
problems that have to be considered. The most important aspect that has to be taken
into account is the fact that the friction estimation model has to work in a real vehicle
handled in actual driving situations. In a theoretical world, where a vehicle and a tire
model is fed unbiased data, the friction coeﬃcient can be obtained with good certainty
and quite fast. Unfortunately, in the practical world, the data fed to the models are far
from optimal. Things like measurement noise and approximative calculations corrupt
the results. Several more complex driving situations are also hard to model correctly.
This can for example be excessive wheel spin, aggressive cornering or velocities close to
zero.
The true dynamics of both a vehicle and a tire is very complex and therefore also diﬃcult
to describe accurately with a model. At the same time, a model that is to be used has
to be simple enough so that calculations are possible on an micro controller unit with
limited computational power. Even though many simpliﬁed models are shown to be
accurate enough to reﬂect reality in most driving situations, there are times when a
simpliﬁed model inaccurately describes the detailed dynamics of a vehicle or a tire.
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There are also numerous models that use signals/parameters which are hard to measure
or approximate well in reality. Some of these signals include the lateral velocity and slip
angle. It is therefore desired to have a model that doesn’t rely on these signals. There
are also vehicle speciﬁc parameters, some which change between driving sequences, that
can have a large impact on the modeled results. A few of these parameters include the
mass of the vehicle, wheel radii, lengths from center of gravity to the rear and front
axle and the center of gravity height. The same goes for tires. When changing from
winter tires to summer tires the tire stiﬀness will change a lot which will have a large
impact on the results from the tire models. When using simulations, the exact value of
these parameters can be known, but in a real environment they either have to be static,
approximated or neglected in computations.
4.1.2 FXD
The problem stated in this work is to estimate the tire/road friction for a vehicle using
an FXD. This results in a number of conditions that have to be thought of and applied
throughout the research. First of all, vehicles with an FXD installed are solely front
wheel driven, meaning that there are no positive longitudinal forces acting on the rear
wheels. The velocity of the rear wheels can therefore in most cases be used as a good
approximation of the vehicle’s reference velocity. Through the same reasoning, the
longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle can be derived from the derivative of the rear
wheel velocities. There is also no steering done by the rear wheels.
Another aspect that has to be considered is that the FXD is an electronic limited slip
diﬀerential, which means that the torque applied to the two driving shafts can diﬀer in
certain situations, unlike for a vehicle equipped with a standard open diﬀerential.
4.1.3 Related work
There have been quite extensive amount of research within this ﬁeld of study and many
diﬀerent model proposals related to friction estimation during the last decades. The out-
come of this research usually show promising results, where the proposed solution works
well during simulations and/or testing. Related work has provided a lot of information
and help to this work, especially when it comes to getting a general understanding of
the problem and its diﬃculties. But due to the fact that many results are based on
theory and simulations, a lot of information could be of little use or in some cases even
be misleading.
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Some diﬀerent approaches have been used before. Sometimes a tire model is looked upon
alone to derive information about the friction. Sometimes the tire model is compared
to another tire force model to ﬁt the friction coeﬃcient by comparing the fault between
the models.
In [5] Gustafsson uses the ﬁrst of the above mentioned approaches. The method is called
the slip slope method and the idea is that the force per slip ratio curve for a tire will
have diﬀerent inclination (slip slope) depending on the friction to the road. It’s also said
that the distribution of the data points says something about the road condition. The
data points are more widely spread when driving on snow or gravel for instance.
In [10] the authors use two models, one tire model and one vehicle model. The idea is
that the tire model should match the vehicle model since ideally the forces acting on
the vehicle should come from the tires. A Kalman ﬁlter is used to calculate the tire and
vehicle forces. The friction coeﬃcient is then estimated with a recursive least squares
algorithm. This article uses several signals that are neither available on the CAN bus
or can be calculated in any good way which makes it impossible to use.
Finally, in [8] the authors mix the methods mentioned above. A Kalman ﬁlter is used
to estimate the tire forces and then the slip slope is estimated with RLS. The slip slope
is then used to estimate the friction coeﬃcient.
All these articles have ﬂaws. Gustafsson’s method is too simple and therefore not accu-
rate enough. The other two both used unavailable signals and are unnecessarily compli-
cated.
4.1.4 Conclusion
All in all, it is a great challenge to estimate the tire/road friction coeﬃcient. The ap-
proach, all of the problems mentioned and how they were taken care of will be explained
in greater detail later on in the report.
4.2 Signal processing
Apart from the fact that a vehicle is hard to model properly, there is an uncertainty
from the signals taken from the vehicle’s CAN bus. The true signal values can be
distorted from measuring and process noise as well as being delayed due to calculations
and approximations. Diﬀerent signals can have varying distortions, and therefore include
various challenges.
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4.2.1 Filters
The signals that are taken from the vehicle’s CAN bus usually include quite a lot of
noise and can cause severe succeeding errors during calculations and approximations.
This measure and process noise mainly consist of sudden unwanted changes of the signal
that generally has higher frequency than the true signal value. To exclude these high
frequencies, the signal is run trough a low pass ﬁlter which will attenuate the amplitude
of the higher frequencies. The amount of attenuation for certain frequencies depend on
the ﬁlter’s cutoﬀ frequency.
In Figure 4.2, the ﬁltered and unﬁltered values can be seen for two signals, one of the
wheel speeds and the other one of the engine torque. It can be seen that the noise
of the signals are reduced after ﬁltering, but to a cost of a delaying the signal. The
sudden drop of the engine torque, at around 11 seconds, appear due to a gear change.
This sudden drop of engine torque will be seen as a high frequency and is therefore
incorrectly suppressed by the low pass ﬁlter.
Figure 4.2: The unﬁltered and ﬁltered values for wheel speed, subplot one, and engine
torque, subplot two. The ﬁgure shows how two diﬀerent signals respond to ﬁltering.
The amplitude and frequency of the noise will diﬀer for various signals and could there-
fore be ﬁltered with diﬀerent cutoﬀ frequencies to get the most correct value for each
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individual signal. For example, the engine torque signal, seen in Figure 4.2, subplot 2,
could be ﬁltered with a higher cutoﬀ frequency than the wheel speed, seen in Figure 4.2,
subplot one, to capture its faster changing characteristic better. However, an important
aspect to consider during ﬁltering, is the duration of the delay that will aﬀect the signal.
Signals that are run through ﬁlters with diﬀerent cutoﬀ frequencies, will also have dif-
fering delay durations. In the extent, this could lead to computations that should equal
one another will diﬀer greatly due to their diﬀerent signal dependencies. All signals will
therefore be ﬁltered with the same low pass ﬁlter.
In Figure 4.3, two diﬀerent force models, that should be equal to each other, are depen-
dent on diﬀerent parameter and signal values. In subplot one, a signal that aﬀect the
tire model is ﬁltered with a cutoﬀ frequency signiﬁcantly lower than the cutoﬀ frequency
for the signals aﬀecting the vehicle model. In the extent, the force calculated from the
tire model becomes delayed compared to the computed vehicle force. In subplot 2, the
signals are ﬁltered with the same cutoﬀ frequency, hence resulting in a better match
between the two models. The conclusion from this is that the low pass ﬁlters should
not only be designed to get the best possible accuracy for that speciﬁc signals, but the
succeeding eﬀects also need to be considered.
4.2.2 Static parameter impact
Even if a model can recreate a driving sequence correctly, there will always be an un-
certainty due to vehicle speciﬁc parameters that are used. Some of these parameters
include the position of the Center of Gravity (CoG), the radius of the wheels and the
mass of the vehicle. The position of the CoG will aﬀect the lengths from the CoG to
the two axles, denoted lf and lr respectively, and also the CoG height from the ground.
The position of the CoG will change depending on how the vehicle is loaded. The radii
of the wheels can change slightly over time as the tire pressures changes, and can also
be diﬀerent from each tire. The radius of the wheel is used to calculate the velocity
of the wheel and also to convert axle torque to force generated at the edge. The mass
of the vehicle can change between diﬀerent driving sequences, depending on how many
persons that are seated within the vehicle and also on additional weight. The vehicles
mass and CoG height is used to calculate the weigh distribution and therefore also the
amount of downward force generated at each tire.
To get an understanding of how much these parameters aﬀect the result, the force
generated from two models with diﬀering parameter values are seen in Figure 4.4. In the
ﬁrst subplot, the longitudinal force is calculated from a vehicle model that approximates
the torque applied to the two driving shafts and thereafter the force generated to the
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Figure 4.3: The forces from both the vehicle and tire model. In subplot one, the wheel
speed is ﬁltered harder than engine torque, leading to a delayed diﬀerence between the
vehicle and tire model. With the same ﬁlter values, used in subplot two, the two
estimated forces match better.
ground by using two diﬀerent radii. A radius diﬀerence of 3 cm would be very large if
considering a tire pressure drop, but could be possible when changing between wheels.
In the second subplot, the longitudinal force calculated from a tire model is presented.
The two diﬀerent masses correspond to a vehicle with merely a driver and a vehicle with
5 persons, respectively.
4.3 Vehicle forces
There are several forces acting on a vehicle. The largest forces are generated between
the tires and the ground because the tires are the only parts of a vehicle that have any
physical contact with the surrounding world. While accelerating and braking longitudi-
nal forces will arise and while cornering lateral forces will arise. The tires are responsible
for all the forces that actually control the vehicle which makes them very important for
good handling but also makes them hard to model. Beside these major forces there are
also forces such as aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance acting on the vehicle.
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Figure 4.4: In the ﬁrst subplot, the vehicle model force is plotted for two diﬀerent
wheel radius. In subplot two, the vehicle force is shown for two diﬀerent vehicle masses.
The trick is to calculate all the forces into one total force that can be compared to the
total force generated by the tires.
4.3.1 Vehicle force calculated from longitudinal acceleration
The simplest way of representing the force acting on the vehicle while accelerating is
to use the acceleration and the mass of the vehicle and apply Newton’s second law of
motion:
F = m · a (4.1)
4.3.1.1 Estimating the longitudinal acceleration
For this method to be accurate an accurate estimation of the longitudinal acceleration
is needed. Some vehicles have accelerometers installed for longitudinal measurements
which makes it straight forward to calculate the force. If one of those aren’t available
the acceleration has to be calculated instead. This can be done by derivation of the
vehicles velocity. The velocity of the vehicle can be obtained by measuring the speeds of
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the undriven wheels. For an FWD vehicle this would be the rear wheels. To make the
calculation more accurate the average speed of the two rear wheels is calculated before
the derivation is done.
ax =
d
dt
(
wrl + wrr
2
) (4.2)
4.3.1.2 Estimating the losses
Two diﬀerent losses are compensated for; losses from drag and losses from rolling resis-
tance.
The drag force is calculated as:
FD =
1
2
ρv2CdA (4.3)
where:
• ρ is the density of air.
• v is the vehicle velocity.
• Cd is the drag coeﬃcient.
• A is the cross sectional area.
The rolling resistance is calculated as in Equation 2.21.
4.3.1.3 Estimating the total vehicle force
The total amount of force acting on the vehicle thus becomes:
Fvehicle = m · a+ Fdrag + Frollingresistance + Froadgradient (4.4)
4.3.1.4 Complications
The main issue with this method is that it’s based on longitudinal acceleration and
longitudinal losses only. Hence it can only be used to estimate the vehicle forces when
accelerating in a straight line. Although this is a big restriction it might be enough since
acceleration in a straight line happens pretty often while driving.
A major hardship is to obtain a proper value for the longitudinal acceleration. If the
vehicle doesn’t have an accelerometer the acceleration calculated from the wheel speeds
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need to be used. This immediately causes problems when the vehicle is accelerating on
a gradient road. During an uphill acceleration, the actual force to accelerate the vehicle
will be larger than the force calculated from Newton’s second law. Driving downhill,
the force will be smaller. This is because the earth’s gravity isn’t considered in the
formula. When climbing a hill the vehicle force needs to include the force of the earth’s
gravitational pull as well. The same goes for then driving downhill, but now the force
will instead help accelerating the vehicle. The force of the gravitational pull can be
calculated if the angle of the vehicle relative the earths horizontal plane is known but
this angle is hard to measure or estimate. Measuring it with an accelerometer won’t
work either. The accelerometer will give a better result since the force of gravity is
aﬀecting it in some way. This is because it’s changing inclination together with the
vehicle but it still won’t give an acceleration that corresponds to the actual force acting
on the vehicle. A solution to this would be to have another accelerometer measuring
vertical acceleration of the vehicle but this is extremely uncommon.
The second parameter of Newton’s second law is the mass which also is hard to estimate.
The mass of the vehicle can vary several hundreds of kilos depending on passengers and
load in the trunk. A Golf GTi has a curb weight of about 1350 kg. Hence, the varying
weight will have a great impact on the force calculations. To counter this problem some
kind of load detection needs to be available to set a new mass every time the vehicle is
driven. This isn’t something that is very common on vehicles today and thus a static
mass of the vehicle needs to be set resulting in errors in the force calculations way too
often.
Suppose that the force calculation from Newton’s second law is correct. Still there are
losses to be accounted for. They need to be calculated properly to be able to compare
the vehicle force to the tire force. Looking at Equation 4.4, two diﬀerent losses are
compensated for. The rolling resistance is straight forward if the rolling resistance
coeﬃcient is known. The drag is a bit more complicated but should prove to be fairly
accurate as well if the parameters are known. All in all, the results of these calculations
won’t be perfect and there are several more losses that can’t be calculated in any good
way.
4.3.2 Vehicle force calculated from engine torque
Another way of calculating the longitudinal force of a vehicle is to derive the actual
torque that is applied to the shafts connected to the driven wheels. To calculate this the
torque on the crank shaft can be used which is available as a signal on the CAN bus.
The advantage of using the engine torque, instead of the acceleration of the vehicle, is
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its independence of the roads gradient and losses such as wind drag and steering losses.
The torque that is applied to the shafts will be directly proportional to the actual force
generated by the wheels, regardless of how the gravitational pull and other losses are
acting on the vehicle.
The formula for calculating the total torque on the drive shafts is simple:
Tdriveshafts = Tengineshaft ·GearRatio (4.5)
where the gear ratio is the speed ratio between the engine shaft and the diﬀerential
housing:
GearRatio =
ωengine
ωdiffhouse
(4.6)
and ﬁnally the speed of the diﬀerential housing is the average speed of the left and right
drive shafts:
ωdiffhouse =
ωleftdriveshaft + ωrightdriveshaft
2
(4.7)
The engine torque, engine speed and the drive shaft speeds (wheel speeds) are all signals
commonly found on the CAN bus of a newer car. Important to notice is that these
calculations do not consider any losses from the engine to the drive shaft. By combining
Equations 4.5 & 4.6, it is seen that the power generated by the engine and the power
outputted to the drive shaft are equal.
P = Tdriveshaft · ωdriveshaft = Tengineshaft · ωengineshaft (4.8)
The torque will be split evenly between the two drive shafts, assuming an open diﬀer-
ential, i.e. when the FXD is inactive. If the FXD is active the available torque on the
drive shafts has to the redistributed according to the amount of torque being transfered
through the FXD. This is important to consider if force calculations for a single wheel
are to be done.
When the torque on each drive shaft is calculated the force acting on each tire is calcu-
lated by dividing that torque by the wheel radius:
Ftire =
Tshaft
Re
(4.9)
These forces can then be compared to the forces generated by the tire models for each
tire.
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Gear Gear ratio
1 13.9284
2 8.5383
3 5.4378
4 3.7206
5 2.7666
6 2.1942
Table 4.1: Gear ratios for the Volkswagen Golf GTi Mk7
4.3.2.1 Gear ratio
Calculating the gear ratio with Equations 4.6 & 4.7 gives varying results. Both the
engine speed and wheel speed signals are noisy. In the gear change moment it will take
some time for them to stabilize again resulting in long times of faulty force calculations.
On newer cars it’s common to have a signal on the CAN bus that contains information
of which gear is active at the moment. By knowing this the gear ratio can be set without
any calculations because the gear ratio for each gear is known for a speciﬁc vehicle. For
the Golf GTi the gear ratios can be seen in Table 4.1. A graph of the calculated and
predeﬁned gear ratio can be seen in Figure 4.5. It can be seen that the calculated signal
is much slower than the predeﬁned one. It’s also oscillating quite much which is bad
because the gear ratio really is a static value purely depending on what gear is active.
Figure 4.5: Calculated and predeﬁned gear ratio in a gear change from 2nd to 3rd
gear.
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4.3.2.2 Transfer losses
There are several factors that aﬀect how much of the engine torque that actually becomes
available on the drive shafts. There are several losses in a drive line. Friction and
rotating masses within the drive line are the main contributors. Some torque are also
lost accelerating the mass of the wheel itself.
Tdriveshaft = Tdriveshaftwithoutlosses · ηfriction · ηrotatingmass − Twheelacceleration (4.10)
ηfriction is just a scalar factor. The frictional losses are very dependent on the design
of the drive line. This means that the losses will diﬀer between vehicles and that this
factor needs to be calculated for each speciﬁc car model.
The losses due to the acceleration of the drive shaft is also included in the rotating mass
scaling factor. ηrotatingmass is modeled as [11]:
ηrotatingmass =
1
1 + x · gearratio2 (4.11)
The eﬃciency gets worse as the gear ratio gets higher since there will be more rotating
mass in low gears. The variable x in Equation 4.11 models how much of an impact the
gear ratio should have on the eﬃciency. Just as the frictional losses this loss is also
dependent on the design of the drive line. Thus the factor multiplied with the gear ratio
needs to be decided for each speciﬁc car model.
To calculate Twheelacceleration requires some more steps. Each wheel connected to a driven
shaft has its own moment of inertia which will be accelerated if enough torque is applied.
The amount of torque needed to accelerate the wheel depends on its moment of inertia
and the angular acceleration:
T = a · I (4.12)
The moment of inertia is the wheels radius squared and integrated over the mass.
I =
∫
r2 · dm (4.13)
Assuming that a wheel has the shape of a solid cylinder with equal amount of density
throughout, the moment of inertia for a wheel can instead be described as:
I =
r2 ·m
2
(4.14)
In the same manner, this applies for the actual drive shafts as well but as was said earlier
this loss is included in the scalar factor describing the frictional losses.
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The angular acceleration is calculated in the same manner as in Section 4.3.1.1 but now
for the front left and right wheel separately.
4.3.2.3 Complications
The main issue with this method is the overall uncertainty of it. For example, the
engine torque obtained from the CAN bus isn’t measured with a torque sensor on the
crankshaft but rather is a calculated value from the engine control unit. The engine
control unit calculates the torque with the help of several engine parameters and even if
it’s close most of the times there are moments when it isn’t quite right. When doing a
sudden acceleration that’s aggressive enough to make the vehicle shift down some gears,
a so called kickdown, the torque reading will be faulty.
This method won’t work during shifting because the link between the engine shaft and
the drive shafts will be lost or aﬀected while the clutch and transmission are working to
shift gear. To avoid this trouble the vehicle force estimation simply needs to be paused
as soon as the start of a gear shift is detected.
4.3.2.4 Veriﬁcation
Since the reliability of the method is uncertain it needs to be veriﬁed in some way.
This was done with test data from a driving session where the vehicle was equipped
with torque sensors mounted on the drive shafts. By comparing the results from the
calculated torque values to the measured values the functionality of the method can be
veriﬁed. Further on some basic tuning of the eﬃciency coeﬃcients can be made. In
Figure 4.6 the veriﬁcation can be seen.
4.3.3 Choosing vehicle model
Two diﬀerent models for estimating the vehicle force have been presented. One is based
on calculating the force using Newton’s second law. This model can be divided into two
sub-models since the vehicle acceleration can be calculated by derivation of the undriven
wheel speed or measured with an accelerometer. The other model uses the engine torque
to calculate the vehicle force. Thus, the vehicle force can be acquired in three diﬀerent
ways and it’s of course desired to use the most accurate model. When driving in a
straight line on a ﬂat road these three models will result in almost the same force, as
can be seen in Figure 4.7. The engine torque model will drop below the other models
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Figure 4.6: Measured and calculated torque on the left drive shaft from a vehicle
equipped with torque sensors on the drive shafts.
while shifting gear since the engine is disconnected from the wheels while doing so. This
is something that has to be considered and will be further explained in Section 4.6.3.2.
The models will diﬀer more when cornering, as can be seen in Figure 4.8. Neither the
method with acceleration calculated from the undriven wheel speed nor the measured
acceleration from the accelerometer will be accurate while cornering. This is because
both methods for acquiring the vehicle acceleration is for longitudinal acceleration only.
The undriven wheels are in this case the rear wheels and since these can not turn, only
the longitudinal acceleration is represented. The same goes for the accelerometer. Only
the longitudinal part of the acceleration is measured. The actual acceleration of the
vehicle while cornering is a combination of longitudinal and lateral acceleration. The
result of all this is that the force from the acceleration-based vehicle models gets too low
when cornering.
A solution to this could be to measure both the longitudinal and lateral accelerations
with accelerometers and calculate the total acceleration of the vehicle. Unfortunately
it’s not that easy. When using both longitudinal and lateral acceleration of the vehicle
the tire models must be able to account for both longitudinal and lateral force which is
hard to model. More on this in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.7: The vehicle force for the three diﬀerent models while driving in a straight
line on a ﬂat road.
It gets even worse when driving on a road that’s hilly, as can be seen in Figure 4.9. While
driving uphill or downhill the longitudinal acceleration from both the calculations and
the accelerator measurements will be wrong. The drive session shown is uphill, hence the
force will be too low since the force needed to counter the force of gravity isn’t considered.
When cornering both acceleration-based models where almost equally faulty at all time.
When driving on a hill there’s a diﬀerence between them. This is because the model
based on undriven wheel acceleration won’t consider the force of gravity at all. The
model based on the accelerometer will consider it to some extent since the accelerometer
will incline with the vehicle, although, it won’t be right.
The acceleration-based vehicle models have been discussed a lot so far. The model
based on engine torque hasn’t been mentioned much at all and it has even been implied
that this one is correct when the acceleration-based models are falling behind. This is
because it really is a good model that ﬁlls it purpose. It’s not aﬀected by hills and it’s
not as severely aﬀected by cornering as the acceleration-based models are. The force
will always be applied in the longitudinal direction of the tire, hence it works good to
match this with a longitudinal tire model. The main problem is the fact that the slip
ratio calculation will be a bit oﬀ while cornering since lateral velocity isn’t considered
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Figure 4.8: The vehicle force for the three diﬀerent models while driving along a track
with several corners.
but this is solved later on in Section 4.5.3.
All in all, the obvious choice is the engine torque-based vehicle model.
4.4 Tire forces
The characteristic of a tire is very complex, which makes the actual force generated to
the vehicle diﬃcult to obtain. As was shown in the theory part, Section 2.3, there are
several tire models that can be used, everyone of them with diﬀerent properties.
A tire can generate both longitudinal and lateral force. It’s quite easy to create a tire
model that considers both these forces, but the hard part is to acquire all the input
signals to the model in real time while driving. The signals to model the lateral force
are especially hard to obtain. These signals are the slip angle and the lateral tire stiﬀness.
Since these are so hard to calculate only the longitudinal part of a force model is used.
The main dynamic parameters of a longitudinal tire force model (except for the Magic
formula) includes the slip ratio, κ, normal force, Fz, and the tire/road friction coeﬃcient,
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Figure 4.9: The vehicle force for the three diﬀerent models while driving along a track
with several corners and hills.
μ. A fourth, less dynamic parameter is the longitudinal tire stiﬀness, Cx.
Ftire,longitudinal = f(κ, Fz, μ, Cx) (4.15)
The slip ratio is calculated from the wheels diﬀerence in angular and forward velocity
as seen in Equation 2.22, the normal force is calculated from the weight of the vehicle
and the changing weight distribution derived in Section 2.1.3, and the tire stiﬀness as
explained in Section 2.2.4. Thereafter, the only dynamic parameter of the tire force
equation becomes the friction coeﬃcient. By choosing the correct μ, the force from the
tire model will equal the force from the vehicle model. This calculation is done in a
feedback manner, meaning that the tire force depends on the friction coeﬃcient derived
in the previous iteration.
4.4.1 Choosing a tire model
Four models were described in the theory part; Brush model, Dugoﬀ model, Magic
formula and a tire model created by Ola Nockhammar at BorgWarner Torque Transfer
Systems AB, further on called the BW model.
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The Magic formula was ruled out almost immediately since it’s a too complicated model.
The shear amount of variables it depends on makes it really hard to make it adaptive
enough. Some of them are hard to calculate and some of them are almost impossible
to obtain. It’s great for simulating a speciﬁc tire in a lab for example but using it
in a real time vehicle environment will be too complex. Further on the model requires
several trigonometric calculations which is hard to implement eﬃciently in C code that’s
supposed to run on a simple micro controller.
The other three models are more simple with fewer input parameters and above all their
parameters are more easily available, like slip ratio and normal force. The Brush model
and the Dugoﬀ model are even too simple. The only available parameter to change the
characteristics of the force per slip ratio curve is the longitudinal tire stiﬀness. The
BW model on the other hand contains two degrees of freedom by introducing a second
parameter to aﬀect the inclination of the force per slip ratio curve. Hence, it’s easier to
model a tire correctly with this model. Another positive aspect is the fact that the model
is made for longitudinal force estimation only. Thus, it doesn’t need to be modiﬁed for
longitudinal use only like the Brush and Dugoﬀ models.
All in all, the BW model was the obvious choice for this work.
4.4.2 Tire model parameters for the BW tire model
In this section four of the model parameters that aﬀect the BW tire model will be
explained in more detail.
4.4.2.1 Tire stiﬀness
The tire stiﬀness is obtained by deriving the tire force generated per slip ratio for values
around zero, i.e. the gradient of the force per slip ratio curve at zero slip ratio. The slip
force curve for two diﬀerent tire stiﬀnesses can be seen in Figure 4.10. The interpretation
from this ﬁgure is that a tire’s stiﬀness is an essential parameter to have in order to model
the tire force correctly.
Unfortunately, a tire’s characteristics is further complex, and cannot be explained by the
tire stiﬀness as a parameter alone. Two diﬀerent tires can have the same tire stiﬀness,
but diﬀering characteristics at larger slip ratio values. An example of this can be seen in
Figure 4.11. Generally, tires with lower tire stiﬀness value have higher ξ, hence resulting
in even lower forces for higher slip ratio values. Once again this is a good reason to use
the BW tire model since ξ can be modiﬁed in this model.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized force from the BW tire model per slip ratio for two diﬀerent
tire stiﬀnesses. μ = 1.0.
The tire stiﬀness for a certain tire should theoretically be the same for diﬀerent road
surfaces. Nevertheless, testing has shown that the actual inclination of the force per slip
ratio curve for small slip ratios can diﬀer for diﬀerent road surfaces. The tire stiﬀness
therefore has to be compensated accordingly depending on the roads friction coeﬃcient.
4.4.2.2 Slip ratio
As seen most force per slip ratio ﬁgures, the maximum force will be generated at a
speciﬁc slip ratio and will thereafter decrease with an increasing slip ratio. If the tire
model doesn’t capture this force peak at the correct slip ratio value, it will become very
diﬃcult to match the tire model force with the calculated vehicle force. The slip ratio
value during a real driving sequence is usually rather small (maximum force is generally
obtained at a slip ratio ≥ 12%), which means that small variances in the slip ratio
calculations will have a large impact on the resulting force.
In order to calculate the slip ratios of the two front wheels, the four wheel speeds are
gathered from the vehicles CAN bus. These signals generally include quite a lot of
measurement and/or process noise which will lead to inaccurate slip ratio calculations,
as can be seen in the ﬁrst row of Figure 4.12. In order to overcome this noise and
capture the actual value, the signals are run through a low pass ﬁlter. The wheel speeds
will, even after ﬁltering, have an oscillating attribute. When these oscillations from the
front and its respective rear wheel are not synchronized and of diﬀerent magnitude, the
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Figure 4.11: Normalized force from the BW tire model per slip ratio for two diﬀerent
ξ values. μ = 1.0.
calculated slip ratio will have rather large variation compared to its real value. This
can be seen in the second row of Figure 4.12, where the wheel speeds are run through
a relatively slow low pass ﬁlter, i.e. a low pass ﬁlter with a low cutoﬀ frequency. Most
of the measure and/or process noise are removed, but due to the characteristics of the
wheel speed sensor and its design, the signal will still oscillate with a frequency that
is proportional to its angular velocity. To minimize the error from the oscillations, the
wheel speeds are ﬁltered with a lower cutoﬀ frequency, which can be seen in the third
row of Figure 4.12. Another concrete problem that arises when calculating the slip ratio,
is that the radius for each wheel on a vehicle can be diﬀerent, e.g. when the air pressure
of a tire drops slightly over time. The wheel speed from the CAN bus will in this case be
wrong, leading to an oﬀset in the slip ratio calculations. Methods to calculate diﬀerence
in wheel radii already exists, therefore the wheel radii are assumed to be known at all
times.
4.4.2.3 Normal force
The amount of longitudinal force (neglecting lateral forces) generated from a tire depends
on the normal force acting on the tire. The force generated by a tire is assumed to be
linearly proportional to the normal force on the tire:
Fx = Fzμ0 (4.16)
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Figure 4.12: Wheel speeds and its calculated slip ratio. No ﬁlter of the wheel speeds
are done in subplot one and two, resulting in much noise. Subplot three and four include
a slow low pass ﬁlter where oscillations are present. Subplot ﬁve and six show the result
when the wheel speeds are ﬁltered with a harder low pass ﬁlter, giving a more stable
slip ratio.
where the normalized force μ0, never can exceed the friction coeﬃcient between the tire
and the road:
μ0 ≤ μ (4.17)
It is therefore important to know the loaded weight on each tire at every instant. This is
done by the dynamic weight distribution calculations explained in Section 2.1.3. These
calculations are rather simpliﬁed, where the diﬀerence in chassis stiﬀness between front
and back is not considered. These chassis stiﬀnesses are vehicle speciﬁc and hard to
estimate.
This means that the maximum longitudinal force obtained by either the vehicle model
or the tire force model, can never be larger than the normal force multiplied by the
tire/road friction coeﬃcient, which can be helpful to rule out unreasonable values.
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4.4.2.4 Friction coeﬃcient
The ﬁnal dynamic parameter that aﬀects the tire force model is the friction coeﬃcient
between the tire and the road. The friction coeﬃcient limits the normalized force that
can be generated through the tires, which means that the friction coeﬃcient and the
normal force, Fzμ, limits the amount of longitudinal force possible to acquire. How
diﬀerent μ aﬀects the force/slip curve for the BW tire model can be seen in Figure 4.13.
For a certain slip ratio value, diﬀerent normalized force values will be acquired for the
variant friction coeﬃcient. It should also be noted in the ﬁgure that the derived force
will not diﬀer greatly depending on the friction coeﬃcient at low slip ratio values. It is
therefore desired to have a somewhat larger slip ratio value before the estimating the
friction coeﬃcient value. In other words, the normalized force should be closer to the
frictional limit in order to acquire a more correct friction coeﬃcient.
’
Figure 4.13: Normalized tire model force per slip ratio for diﬀerent μ values.
4.5 Fitting the tire model
It is, as seen Section 4.4, very important to know the parameters that aﬀect the force
derived from the tire model. Slip ratio and the normal force is derived by using CAN
signals from the vehicle and the friction coeﬃcient is the parameter that should be ap-
proximated. The tire stiﬀness on the other hand is harder to approximate with good
accuracy. The deﬁnition is, as mentioned earlier, the gradient of the slip/force curve
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around zero slip ratio, which means that the tire stiﬀness should preferably be approxi-
mated at small slip ratio values, where the gradient is relatively constant. The force per
slip ratio between 0 % and 2 % slip ratio can be seen in Figure 4.14. The ﬁgure shows
that the variance of the force per slip ratio is rather large around the approximated line
at Cx = 24, which would make a dynamic tire stiﬀness estimator unreliable. It should be
noted that the driving sequence used in Figure 4.14 includes a lot of lateral acceleration,
which adds to the Cx variance. Even though, it shows the diﬃculties of approximating
the tire stiﬀness for real driving sequences.
Figure 4.14: Force per slip ratio for lower slip ratio values which can be used to
estimate the tire stiﬀness. Large variations create diﬃculties for a stable approximation.
Due to the diﬃculties to estimate the tire stiﬀness some experimenting have been made
to ﬁt tire model parameters during test driving. The problem with this solution is that
static tire model parameters would be chosen for a certain driving sequence instead of
having a dynamic solution that works for all kinds of tires.
It was also found during testing that the tire stiﬀness for the same set of tires changes
depending on the friction coeﬃcient between the tire and the road. The tire stiﬀness
will therefore be interpolated between two diﬀerent tested tire stiﬀness values. This
interpolated formula will depend on the tire/road friction coeﬃcient.
4.5.1 Winter tires
Test driving has been done on a set of winter tires on both asphalt and ice/snow. In
Figure 4.15 the force per slip ratio can be seen during a simple acceleration run on
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asphalt. Here all data points for the drive session are displayed which results in several
faults. For example the data points with high force at zero slip ratio is when launch
control is activated, i.e. the engine generates torque but the vehicle stands still. These
data points can’t be used when estimating the friction coeﬃcient and those together
with many other are removed when the estimator is active. More on this in Section
4.6.3.
Figure 4.15: Normalized force per slip ratio for acceleration in a straight line with
winter tires on asphalt. All measured values from the driving sequence is used.
For now we assume that only valid data points are displayed. The same drive session
with faulty data points removed can be seen in Figure 4.16. Fitting a tire model to
these data points are a much easier task and the ﬁtted tire curve can also be seen in
this ﬁgure.
The tire model parameters that were ﬁtted to the data and the friction coeﬃcient be-
came:
Cx = 24
ξ = 0.9
μ = 1.0
(4.18)
In Figure 4.17 the force per slip ratio can be seen during a driving sequence on ice/snow.
The ﬁtted tire curve can be seen in this ﬁgure as well. This driving sequence was made
on a track with corners and is not merely an acceleration in a straight line. The eﬀect
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Figure 4.16: Normalized force per slip ratio for acceleration in a straight line with
winter tires on asphalt. Only values that fulﬁll the conditions in 4.6.3 are used.
of this is more variance in the vehicle force calculation compared to the result in Figure
4.16.
Figure 4.17: Normalized force per slip ratio for a track run on ice/snow with winter
tires.
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The parameters for the ﬁtted tire model and the friction coeﬃcient for the ice driving
sequence became:
Cx = 9.5
ξ = 0.9
μ = 0.4
(4.19)
As mentioned earlier it can be seen that the exact same winter tire diﬀers a lot in
stiﬀness depending on road conditions. To get the correct tire stiﬀness for diﬀerent
friction coeﬃcients, a ﬁrst order polynomial was interpolated for the diﬀerent Cx and μ
in Figure 4.18 & 4.19. This polynomial became:
Cx = 25μ− 1 (4.20)
4.5.2 Summer tires
Test driving has also been done on a set of summer tires on asphalt. The tires used
were low-proﬁle tires which generally means high stiﬀness, i.e. low slip ratio values are
needed to acquire high longitudinal force, which can be seen in Figure 4.18. The data
acquired from this driving sequence does not include a lot of slip ratio around the peak
slip ratio, much due to the high stiﬀness and good grip from the low-proﬁle tires. It
is only in the ﬁrst gear that the slip ratio actually exceeds this peak in force which is
assumed to be at slip ratio ≈ 6%.
The ﬁtted tire curve can also be seen in Figure 4.18 and there parameters for that driving
sequence became:
Cx = 38
ξ = 0.7
μ = 1.15
(4.21)
Due to lack of testing with summer tires on ice/snow, no correct linearization can be
made between the diﬀerent μ and Cx. The ﬁrst order polynomial therefore is assumed
to have the same characteristics as for the winter tires:
Cx = 34μ− 1 (4.22)
Note that this equation should be further tested before accepted as a way to calculate
the tires stiﬀness. Due to the fact that there are diﬀerences in the characteristics of
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Figure 4.18: Normalized force per slip ratio for acceleration in a straight line with
summer tires on asphalt.
winter and summer tires, this approximation should not be taken as a credible solution,
but merely serve as a guideline due to previous experiments.
4.5.3 Lateral acceleration compensation
The force per slip ratio curves seen in Figure 4.16 & 4.18, that were used to ﬁt the tire
model parameters, are derived from data acquired from a test run when acceleration was
done in a straight line. This means that no lateral forces are acting on the tires, which is
a very ideal condition and won’t happen very often in real life driving. When a vehicle is
turning, it will also have a slip angle between the tire’s heading and pointing direction.
When slip angle is present, the amount of longitudinal force actually generated per slip
ratio will becomes less, see the curves for diﬀerent slip angles in Figure 2.9. However,
slip angle is a parameter which is hard to approximate, and assumed to be unknown in
this report. A signal that is correlated to slip angle is the lateral acceleration, which
means that it is most likely that lateral acceleration is present when a slip angle is.
Simple put, when there is a lateral acceleration present the calculated slip ratio needs
to be lowered. An approximation for the new slip ratio that is to be used is derived by:
κaycompensated =
κ
1 + ay · β (4.23)
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where β is a scaling factor that decides how much of an impact the lateral acceleration
should have. In Figure 4.19, two diﬀerent force per slip ratio curves can be seen for a
driving sequence which includes cornering at high velocities, meaning that slip angle as
well as lateral acceleration is present. The data is taken from a driving sequence using
the same winter tires as seen in Figure 4.16, and therefore also uses the ﬁtted tire model
parameters from Equation 4.18. In the ﬁrst subplot of Figure 4.19, no compensation for
lateral acceleration is done, while the data in the second subplot uses the approximated
slip ratio derived by Equation 4.23 with β = 0.15.
Figure 4.19: Normalized force per slip ratio for a fast track run. The ﬁrst subplot
shows the result without lateral acceleration compensation. In subplot two, the slip
ratio value in compensated depending on the lateral acceleration.
It can be seen that the result from the second subplot corresponds better to the ﬁtted
tire model parameters that were acquired on a straight line acceleration. Even after the
slip ratio has been compensated for, it is seen that the resulting force per slip ratio values
have much higher variance than the acceleration run showed. This once again shows the
diﬃculties in modeling diﬀerent possible driving sequences with good accuracy.
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4.5.4 Tire mode selector
The two diﬀerent ﬁtted tire models presented in 4.5.1 & 4.5.2 can result in very diﬀering
forces at the same slip ratio value. It’s therefore important to know if the vehicle is
equipped with winter or summer tires in order for the system to work. It should also
not be a necessity for the driver to specify what kind of tires that are used. The tire mode
selector consists of an algorithm that ﬁnds the set of tire model parameters that matches
the force from the vehicle model with the smallest error. The algorithm calculates the
force diﬀerence between the respective set of tire parameters and the vehicle model. It
is low pass ﬁltered to eliminate sudden changes that shouldn’t aﬀect the choice of tire
parameter set. The ﬁltered result can be seen in Figure 4.20. Winter tires are used in
the ﬁrst subplot, where the diﬀerence between the summer tires and vehicle model is
seen to increase over time. In the second subplot, summer tires are used instead, and the
diﬀerence between the winter tire and vehicle model is seen to decrease as time passes.
The tire mode selector can be seen in Figure 4.21.
Figure 4.20: The force diﬀerence between two set of tire model parameters compared
to the vehicle model force. This diﬀerence between the two models are low pass ﬁltered.
First subplot shows the result from a driving sequence using winter tires and the second
subplot shows the result from a driving sequence with summer tires.
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Figure 4.21: The extended friction estimator with tire model selector and adaptive
longitudinal tire stiﬀness coeﬃcient.
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4.6 Estimating the friction coeﬃcient
The extended friction estimator with tire model selector and adaptive longitudinal tire
stiﬀness coeﬃcient can be seen in Figure 4.21. The aim of the friction estimation is, as
mentioned earlier, to choose the correct friction coeﬃcient so that the forces from the
two diﬀerent models become equal. In other words, choose the μ that enables:
Fvehicle = Ftire (4.24)
This relation, and therefore also a friction coeﬃcient, could theoretically be obtained
at every instance when new CAN packages are available. This would lead to a rapidly
changing friction coeﬃcient which wouldn’t reﬂect the actual tire/road friction. Instead
of approximating a new friction coeﬃcient at every moment, a least square ﬁtting method
is used to ﬁnd the friction coeﬃcient. The goal of such a method is to ﬁnd the friction
coeﬃcient that provides the smallest error between the two models over a certain amount
of time.
It could be possible to estimate two diﬀerent friction coeﬃcients, one for each of the
driven tires and its road contact. This means that a split-μ scenario could be detected.
The trade-oﬀ to estimating two diﬀerent friction coeﬃcients instead of one, is that
variances between the models would result in larger estimation error. It has been chosen
that a more stable friction estimation is preferred rather than being able to detect two
diﬀerent friction coeﬃcients. The vehicle and tire model forces are here on after the
combined force from the two driving tires.
Fvehicle = Fvehicle,left + Fvehicle,right
Ftire = Ftire,left + Ftire,right
(4.25)
4.6.1 Least square ﬁtting
The general idea of a least square ﬁtting method is to minimize the sum of the squares
between a theoretical model and observed data.
y(k) = φ(k) · θ + v (4.26)
where y is the observed data, φ(k) · θ the theoretical model and v the error. The cost
function that should be minimized becomes:
V (θˆ, k) =
1
2
k∑
i=1
λk−i
(
y(i)− φ(i) · θˆ
)2
(4.27)
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Due to the fact that new data is acquired continuously, these least square approxima-
tions would need to be executed at every time step, creating unreasonable amount of
computations. Hence, a modiﬁcation of the least square ﬁtting is used which recursively
takes previous results into account.
4.6.2 Recursive least square ﬁtting
The recursive least square (RLS) ﬁtting method is deﬁned as:
L(k) =
P (k − 1)φ(k)
λ+ φT (k)P (k − 1)φ(k) (4.28)
P (k) =
(
1− L(k)φ(k)
) 1
λ
P (k − 1) (4.29)
θˆ(k) = θˆ(k − 1) + L(k) · v(k) (4.30)
where the error is:
v(k) = y(k)− φT (k)θˆ(k − 1) (4.31)
L and P deﬁnes how much the next update of θ should rely on the error. A larger L
takes the error into account more, while a smaller number makes the update rely on the
old θ value more. The forgetting factor, λ, is deﬁned by the user and basically describes
how many previous values to consider when calculating a new θ.
However, this method can only be applied to linear system, and a tire force, Ftire =
f(κ, Fz, μ, Cx), is not linear. To able to use the RLS, the function has to be linearized.
To accomplish this, the derivative of the force as a function of μ is deﬁned as:
∂F
∂μ
=
∂f(κ, Fz, μ, Cx)
∂μ
(4.32)
which describes how much the force will increase dependent on μ. The force in that
linearized region thereafter becomes:
Fvehicle =
∂Ftire
∂μ
· μ (4.33)
This function now has the same form as Equation 4.26, which means that the RLS
method in Equations 4.28-4.31 can be used. The RLS with the parameters related to
this work is:
L(k) =
P (k − 1)∂Ftire(k)
∂μ
λ+
∂Ftire(k)
∂μ
P (k − 1)∂Ftire(k)
∂μ
(4.34)
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P (k) =
(
1− L(k)∂Ftire(k)
∂μ
)
1
λ
P (k − 1) (4.35)
μ(k) = μ(k − 1) + L(k)
(
Fvehicle(k)− Ftire(k)
)
(4.36)
The friction coeﬃcient value is updated at every time step and depends on its own value,
the error between the vehicle and tire model, and the number L describing how much
to rely on the error.
∂Ftire
∂μ
becomes larger for slip ratios close to the peak force, which
means that a larger change of μ is possible at that point. The forgetting factor, λ, is
usually a value in the region [0.9, 1), where a larger forgetting factor means that older
values are considered more, resulting in slower changes of μ. The choice of λ aﬀects the
changing friction coeﬃcient greatly. A value very close to 1 will generate a much more
stable value for μ, while a slightly smaller number reacts faster to changes in the road
condition.
4.6.3 When to estimate the friction coeﬃcient
It would be desirable to be able to estimate the friction coeﬃcient in every instant
while driving in order to capture a change in the road condition as fast as possible.
Unfortunately there exist many challenges during most driving sequences that have to
be considered. During some situations, neither the vehicle nor the tire model are shown
to model anything close to reality. These situations need to be identiﬁed so that the RLS
ﬁtting method does not update the estimated friction coeﬃcient value . This means that
the friction coeﬃcient value will not be continuously updated throughout every driving
sequence and that sudden changes of the tire/road friction can be missed.
4.6.3.1 Limitations due to slip ratio
There are a couple of driving sequences that aﬀect the slip ratio in such a way that
the forces cannot be modeled correctly. When braking, the slip ratio can no longer be
calculated correctly since there’s no braking torque signals available. During cornering,
the front wheels will be turned creating a lateral force and a yaw rate. The rear, which
doesn’t have any positive cornering eﬀect, will follow the front wheels but in a smaller
radius, leading to a lower velocity. This diﬀerence in velocity between the front and
rear wheels will result in a slip ratio that is non proportional to the amount of force
generated at the tires. This phenomena will be larger when cornering at low velocities,
due to the fact that a smaller lateral force is acting, and therefore not pushing the rear
axle to a larger radius. This large slip ratio due to cornering can be seen in Figure 4.22.
At around 20 s and after 30 s, the vehicle is turning at a low velocity. This results
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in a large slip ratio estimation seen in the ﬁrst subplot, which exists without adding a
positive longitudinal force.
Figure 4.22: The slip ratio, wheel angle, and vehicle velocity for a driving sequence.
The derived slip ratio is incorrect when the wheel angle is large and the vehicle velocity
is relatively low.
Another driving scenario that creates a misleading slip ratio is during acceleration from
standing still, which can be seen in Figure 4.23, at around 2 s and 24 s. When the
acceleration begins, the front wheels will start to turn slightly ahead compared to the
rear wheels. The percentage diﬀerence between the two wheels will become large due to
the low velocity, leading to an unreasonable high slip ratio. The same phenomena can
also be seen in Figure 4.23 right before the vehicle comes to a stop, at around 22 s.
Limitations has to be set so that the RLS ﬁtting method does not update the friction
coeﬃcient during these scenarios when the calculated slip ratio gives an unreliable result.
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Figure 4.23: Large erroneous slip ratio values are seen when a vehicle acceleration
begins as well as when it comes to a halt.
4.6.3.2 Limitations due to gear shifts
When a vehicle engages the clutch prior to a gear change, there will be no torque
transfered from the engine to the wheels. Due to ﬁltering and diﬀerences between
various signals, the force losses in the diﬀerent models will be diﬀerent. This can be
seen in Figure 4.24, where gear shifts appear at around 54.5 s and 57 s.
Due to this disturbance during the gear shifts, the RLS ﬁtting method should not be
updated during a certain amount of time after a gear shift engages. An updated friction
coeﬃcient can therefore not be calculated during this period.
4.6.3.3 Limitations due to low forces
Another limitation that adds to the restrictions when the friction coeﬃcient shouldn’t
be updated is when the total force acting on the vehicle is too low. During this period of
time, when the normalized force is far from the friction coeﬃcient limit, it is very hard
to approximate the actual value of the friction coeﬃcient. The reason for this is that
the force from the tire model changes less per μ for low forces, which can also be seen
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Figure 4.24: Vehicle and tire forces diﬀer much in subplot one when the gear changes
in subplot two.
in Figure 4.13. The amount of force generated for a certain friction coeﬃcient varies
very little between the curves at lower slip ratio values. Small errors between the forces
from the models will therefore generate a larger change of the friction coeﬃcient which
is undesired.
The RLS should not be updated when the normalized forces from both the vehicle and
tire model is a certain amount below the friction coeﬃcient:
μ0 ≥ τ · μ (4.37)
where τ is the percentage of the frictional limit that the normalized force has to exceed.
This means that the friction coeﬃcient will be updated rarely during calmer driving
sequences, which becomes a trade-oﬀ for getting a more stable friction coeﬃcient esti-
mator.
When this restriction due to low forces is applied, another problem is introduced. During
a situation where the actual tire/road friction drops rapidly, the maximum forces from
the vehicle model will drop proportionally. If the system still believes that tire/road
friction is high, the Equation 4.37 will never be true and the friction coeﬃcient will not
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be updated within the system. To overcome this, a condition that allows the friction
coeﬃcient to be updated when the tire force model is much greater than the vehicle
force model, is introduced.
Ftire  Fvehicle (4.38)
Logically, this should only happen when the friction estimation is too high.
Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Tire/road friction for diﬀerent driving sessions
The most interesting result of all this work is of course the estimated tire/road friction
coeﬃcient. But, how the estimator works with the forces and when it actually estimates
the friction is also interesting. Most of the resulting plots consist of two subplots, the
estimated friction but also the vehicle force and the tire force. The vehicle force is always
calculated but the tire force is only estimated in accordance with Section 4.6.3. When
these conditions aren’t fulﬁlled the tire force is set to zero in the plots and the estimator
is paused.
To eliminate minor disturbances the combined forces for the two front tires are used
rather than splitting it up into two diﬀerent computations. This means that only one
friction coeﬃcient will be estimate rather than one for each tire respectively. It would
be possible to calculate the friction coeﬃcient for both sides of the vehicle in order to
detect a split-μ situation, but the trade-oﬀ would be a less stable estimation when both
tires have the same friction to the road. A more stable estimation is prioritized in this
report.
5.1.1 Winter tires on asphalt
The algorithm that estimate the friction coeﬃcient was run on the straight line acceler-
ation run, as used in Section 4.5.1 to acquire the tire model parameters. The combined
forces from the two front tires can be seen for the two respective force models in Figure
5.1, subplot one. The corresponding friction coeﬃcient can be seen in subplot two.
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Figure 5.1: Force from the tire and vehicle model and the estimated μ for a straight
line acceleration.
The friction estimation is seen to be jumpy at certain times, but the changes of frictional
value are still quite small. The friction estimation stays around μ = 1, which it evidently
should due to the fact that the tire model parameters are ﬁtted during this driving
sequence.
A more interesting test for the friction estimation algorithm is a more aggressive driving
sequence done at test track. The same tires were used on a similar surface as in the
previous driving sequence. The force from the two models and the friction estimation
result can be see in Figure 5.2.
The resulting friction coeﬃcient is seen to vary around μ = 1, similar to the straight
line acceleration run. In the ﬁrst subplot, it can be seen that the force from the tire
model is calculated quite rarely, meaning that the friction coeﬃcient is only estimated
during these moment. However, the resulting μ estimated during these moments are
fairly steady around μ = 1.
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Figure 5.2: Force from the tire and vehicle model and the estimated μ for a fast track
run.
5.1.2 Winter tires on ice
Being able to detect a surface with a low friction coeﬃcient is probably the most impor-
tant part of the friction estimation algorithm, due to the risk of an accident if too much
torque is transferred to one of the driving axles. The resulting forces from the models
and the estimated friction coeﬃcient can be seen for a driving sequence on ice/snow in
Figure 5.3.
The winter tire model parameter for low-μ was ﬁtted on this run. It is therefore no
coincidence that the friction coeﬃcient end up at around μ = 0.4. It can be seen in
the ﬁgure that the force calculated from the tire model varies with a higher frequency
during the driving sequence on ice/snow compared to the previous sequences. Even
though, the resulting friction coeﬃcient is estimated fairly well around friction μ = 0.4,
especially when the estimation algorithm is active for a relatively large period of time
seen at t ∈ [100, 120] s. A quite large disturbance of μ can unfortunately be seen at the
times t ∈ [7, 12] s, due to that the vehicle model calculates a higher force than the tire
model.
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Figure 5.3: Force from the tire and vehicle model and the estimated μ for a driving
sequence on ice/snow.
5.1.3 Winter tires on asphalt and ice combined
The main goal for the work done in this report was to detect when low-μ is present so
that the torque transfer through the FXD can be limited. It is therefore essential to
test the developed algorithm during a driving sequence that actually includes a change
of μ, preferably from high-μ to low-μ, to verify that the algorithm can handle this kind
of abrupt change. It has not been possible to test this on a single run, for example
using a driving sequence that includes both asphalt as well as a skid pad. In order to
simulate this behavior, two diﬀerent runs have been merged together, where the friction
coeﬃcient changes a total of three times. Starting at high-μ and ﬁnishing with low-μ.
The merging was made at points where both sequences were accelerating or decelerates
at the same velocity, in order to avoid unnecessary jumps of other signals from the
vehicle.
The two modeled forces and the resulting μ from the merged run can be seen in Figure
5.4. The estimated friction coeﬃcient is seen to clearly change when a diﬀerent driving
sequences is begun, meaning that the algorithm manages to detect that the grip between
the tire and the road diﬀers.
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Figure 5.4: Force from the tire and vehicle model and the estimated μ for two diﬀerent
runs, with diﬀering μ, merged together (see Figure 5.5 for a detailed view of a sudden
friction coeﬃcient drop).
Due to the limitations set concerning when the friction coeﬃcient should be estimated
(Section 4.6.3), the algorithm may not update μ at the same instance as the new surface is
present. However, when the algorithm is allowed to estimate, the new friction coeﬃcient
is estimated with good speed. In Figure 5.5, the two forces and the friction coeﬃcient
can be seen when the result is zoomed in on a sudden drop of the friction coeﬃcient.
The converging μ is seen to drop very fast as the two forces diﬀers greatly right after
t ≈ 26.2 s, and thereafter decrease more slowly.
The normalized force per slip ratio curve for the combined sequence can be seen in Figure
5.6. Note that this ﬁgure is merely the two Figures 4.16 & 4.17 added on top of each
other, with some erroneous result due to the wrong calculated force when the friction
coeﬃcient suddenly changes. The result clearly shows that a tire’s stiﬀness varies for
diﬀerent surfaces.
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Figure 5.5: Zoomed in result of Figure 5.4, showing the speed of the friction coeﬃcient
algorithm.
Figure 5.6: Force per slip ratio for the combined driving sequence with both low- and
high-μ.
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5.1.4 Summer tires on asphalt
A fast track lap was also run with the summer tires on asphalt. These tires were, as
mentioned before, relatively stiﬀ and with the peak force located at a relative small slip
ratio value. This tire attribute makes it tougher to estimate the friction coeﬃcient, due
to the fact that variances will result in larger force errors between the two models.
The result from this fast track run can be seen in Figure 5.7. The two ﬁrst curves,
vehicle model and tire model, used value, are the same calculations as seen earlier in
the result, and tire model, all values is an additional plot that shows the tire force even
when the conditions are not met from Section 4.6.3. The conditions are unfortunately
not met at any longer period of times, as the ﬁgure shows, even though the forces acting
on the vehicle are relatively high at numerous occasions. Hence the curve tire model, all
value is shown to demonstrate the reasons that the conditions for the friction estimation
algorithm are not met.
Figure 5.7: Force from the tire and vehicle model and the estimated μ for a driving
sequence on dry asphalt with summer tires.
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5.1.5 Summer tires on wet asphalt
A similar fast track lap was done with the summer tires on wet asphalt, to test the
algorithm’s behavior on the similar road surface but with diﬀerent driving conditions.
The result from this driving sequence can be seen in Figure 5.8. It can be seen that the
resulting μ does not drop much lower than the μ = 1.17 which was calculated during
the dry acceleration run.
Figure 5.8: Force from the tire and vehicle model and the estimated μ for a driving
sequence on wet asphalt with summer tires.
The normalized force per slip ratio for the dry and wet acceleration runs respectively
are seen in Figure 5.9. The ﬁrst subplot corresponds to dry asphalt and the second
subplot to wet asphalt, where the dashed line in the two subplots are exactly the same
tire model parameters. The ﬁgure shows that the longitudinal force per slip ratio does
not decreased when accelerating is done on wet asphalt.
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Figure 5.9: Normalized force per slip ratio. Subplot one for dry asphalt and subplot
two for wet asphalt.
Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 Modeling the forces
A vehicle and a tire are complex matters and therefore hard to describe with theoretical
models. There are many factors that have been simpliﬁed and approximated in order to
make appropriate calculations. Along the way, these simpliﬁcations and approximations
do not always agree with reality, which makes the results unreliable.
6.1.1 The complexity of a tire
One of the greatest challenges in this work was to model a tire correctly. Even a normal
road tire, nothing fancy at all, is an extremely complex structure to model mathemati-
cally. One of the most accurate tire models of today is considered to be Pacejka’s Magic
Formula [7]. The reason for the accuracy is simply that it’s a semi empirical model that’s
actually not connected to a tire’s physical properties at all. It’s (extremely) simply put
just a customizable polynomial that can be adjusted to ﬁt a tire’s force per slip ratio
curve very well. This is really good in a laboratory environment for example where
one speciﬁc tire needs to be modeled for a series of tests. It’s also not very intuitive
to change the parameters to change the model behavior. Instead of a couple of simple
inputs like tire stiﬀness and normal force the formula requires several parameters which
are hard or even impossible to obtain. Needless to say, for a real time application in a
vehicle there are better options.
The tire model created by Ola Nockhammar at BorgWarner AB that was used, was
much simpler but still not as simple as the Dugoﬀ or Brush models. A positive aspect
of a simpler tire model is that it’s easier to understand and experiment with. The ﬁve
input parameters (slip ratio, normal force, tire/road friction coeﬃcient, tire stiﬀness and
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curve inclination factor) are aﬃliated with the real world in a much simpler way than
the Magic Formula is. It was fairly easy to implement it together with the tire mode
selector and hence it could be used to model both winter and summer tires without
any severe modiﬁcations. Another advantage is that it does not include very advanced
calculations, making it suitable for real-time use in simple micro controllers.
In the beginning of this work it was believed that the tire stiﬀness was a static parameter
for each tire. After some research it was showed that the tire stiﬀness actually depends
heavily on the tire/road friction coeﬃcient. It was impossible make a tire model behave
as a tire on both asphalt and ice with a static tire stiﬀness. If the tire stiﬀness was
modeled as a simple linear function depending on the friction coeﬃcient the model
worked much better. This is partly in agreement with [5] which was an article that was
read really early but the idea was discarded because it didn’t seem to ﬁt the needs. The
method in question is the slip-slope method. The idea is to estimate the tire/road friction
coeﬃcient by calculating the slope of the force per slip ratio curve while driving. Looking
now at the linear functions for the tire stiﬀness developed in this thesis, it actually
veriﬁes Gustafsson’s idea to some degree. The slip slope he describes is essentially the
same thing as the linear functions for the tire stiﬀnesses used in this thesis to improve
the tire model.
6.1.2 Approximating the losses
The formula for losses in the drive line where the gear ratio has an impact on the
eﬃciency is certainly interesting. It was found on a private person’s own web site. The
person in question is named Steven Mason and has worked at the rotational machinery
and controls laboratory at University of Virginia. Via e-mail contact it was learned that
the formula came from lecture notes of T.C. Scott’s course in Automotive Engineering
and that he hadn’t done any extensive tests of it. The formula works really well and
since it did, it was chosen to be used even though the source isn’t the best. Before the
formula was found it was already shown that higher gear ratio appeared to lower the
eﬃciency in the drive line which also strengthened the belief in the formula.
6.1.3 Slip ratio calculations
The main problem regarding the slip ratio calculations is the approximation of the
vehicles velocity. What’s needed for a good slip ratio calculation is the wheel’s velocity
relative the road in the exact same direction as the wheel in pointing. Thus, calculating
the slip ratio based on the undriven wheel velocity only works good when driving in a
straight line. Turning will make it much harder to calculate the true slip ratio value.
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Calculations of the velocity in the pointing direction is hard without for example an
optical sensor that actually ”reads” the road in real time. The biggest improvement
would be to consider the lateral velocity of the vehicle as well. To estimate the lateral
velocity was considered to be outside the scope of this work, but there already exist
methods that could be used to estimate this. By combining longitudinal and lateral
velocity, yaw rate and the wheel angle, the wheel’s actual heading velocity relative to
the ground could be calculated, enabling a much better slip ratio estimation.
6.1.4 Weight load transfer
The weight transfer that actually aﬀects the vehicle has a high impact on the used normal
force for each tire, which has a high impact on the tire model force. The weight transfer
function used in this work is rather simpliﬁed and a more correct way of calculating has
unfortunately not been performed. A more accurate weight transfer model could make
the tire force model more accurate.
6.2 Evaluating the results
A further explanation of the results seen in Chapter 5 will be presented in this section.
The results are generally not revolutionizing with a quick and stable friction coeﬃcient
estimation, but rather show the results of real driving sequences. In some of the driving
scenarios the friction coeﬃcient is estimated fairly well, but in some cases the algorithm
is shown to be insuﬃcient.
6.2.1 Using winter tires
The results that are presented when using the winter tires are overall better. Both the
fast track run, the ice/snow driving sequence and the combined asphalt and ice/snow
run show promising results when it comes to actually estimating the friction coeﬃcient.
The run done on the fast track with a lot of lateral acceleration (Figure 5.2) shows that
the lateral acceleration compensation works quite well.
The result that was seen in Figure 5.3 showed that the tire force varied with high
frequency compared to the runs made on asphalt. The reason for this is the attribute of
snow. The snow will make the road more bumpy making the wheel speeds, and therefore
also the slip ratio, vary more. The snow is also pushed aside as the tires rotate, leading
to further uneven signals. Even though these disturbances exist, the forces from the two
models match quite good, leading to a fairly stable friction estimation.
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During the combined sequence, it is clearly seen that two diﬀerent friction coeﬃcients
between the tire and road are found. Due to the algorithm’s updating conditions, this
takes a while longer at certain situations. In the zoomed in ﬁgure (Figure 5.5), it can
be seen that the friction estimation drops to μ ≈ 0.6 in under one second, which is
two-thirds of the target friction at μ = 0.4. The speed of the convergence is highly
dependent on the λ-value chosen for the RLS ﬁtting method. With a choice of a smaller
λ, the change of μ would be found faster, but to the price of a less stable estimation
which would be more prone to consider errors.
6.2.2 Using summer tires
The outcome from the driving sequence with summer tires on dry asphalt shows some
disappointing result. The sequence from a fast track lap is active almost a minute and
the modeled forces are high numerous times. Despite this, the algorithm is barely active
and the friction coeﬃcient is only updated at a couple of short instances. The third line
in Figure 5.7, tire model, all values, is plotted to explain why the algorithm never gets
the chance to update.
In the beginning of the run, time ≤ 5 s, the tire model is shown to calculate a much
higher force than the vehicle model. This is because a steering angle is present at a
relatively low velocity, leading to a high slip ratio between the front and rear wheels. It
is therefore correct to not update the friction coeﬃcient at this time.
There are three other occasions where the force from the vehicle is high and where the
friction coeﬃcient possibly could be estimated. These times are at around 17, 27, and
45 s. What happens at these moments is that the car has geared down, with a so called
kickdown, when the driver requests a higher acceleration. The result of a kickdown is
that the expected force from the vehicle model is much greater, for a short period of
time, than it actually is. This diﬀerence in force can be seen from the two curves vehicle
model and tire model, all values, at these mentioned times. It is therefore correct to not
let the algorithm update the friction coeﬃcient at these times.
If the times mentioned above are excluded, the vehicle model and tire model, all values
match quite well. At around 35 and 50 s, it is seen that the two models reﬂect each
other closely. Unfortunately, the normalized forces are too far from the frictional limit,
hence the friction estimation is said to be too inaccurate.
Another interesting result when using the summer tires on both dry and wet asphalt
is that the amount of force generated per slip ratio, and therefore also the friction
coeﬃcient, seem to diﬀer very little when comparing the two conditions. In Figure 5.9
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it can be seen that the normalized force is larger for certain slip ratios when the driving
was done on wet asphalt.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Model parameters
One of the larger insights acquired was that the diﬀerence between tire sets had a much
bigger impact than what was expected. It was ﬁrst believed that most tires had the force
peak at similar slip ratio values, but after extensive testing this was found not to be
true. Therefore the tire model needed to be extended to handle both diﬀerent tires and
road conditions. However, test driving have only been performed with two diﬀerent sets
of tires which of course restricts the possibilities to create a friction coeﬃcient estimator
that works for all tires. It’s believed that the tire selector that has been developed can
easily be extended to handle all kinds of tires but this requires a lot more test data from
test driving with diﬀerent kinds of tires and road conditions.
The estimator in whole could also be extended with several modules to enable better
estimation of the friction coeﬃcient. Methods to estimate Vy (lateral velocity) and α
(slip angle) could greatly improve estimation of the vehicle states. This would further
on improve the reliability of vehicle and tire models.
7.2 CAN signals used
A goal with this thesis was to use signals that are easily available on most new vehicles of
today, rather than using parameters that need new sensors or are hard to approximate.
The CAN signals used by the estimator to estimate the tire/road friction coeﬃcient
were:
• the four wheel speeds
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• engine torque
• lateral acceleration
• current gear
• steering wheel angle
• FXD-moment
Besides this, static parameters associated with the Golf GTi was used which of course
can be replaced by the static parameters for another car.
7.3 Final words
The work done in this report has focused as much as possible on having a solution that
works in real life situations, rather than having a model that works perfectly during
simulated testing. All in all this goal was reached and the developed friction estimator
works really well for some driving sequences. Above all it’s a great start for future
development within this area.
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